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Chapter One
The American Gun Myth: Tradition or Creation?

Advertising has existed in various forms for centuries. Although it has become almost a
science today, marketing to consumers through the use of advertisements has ancient origins.
Initially, advertising appeared in vocal form, with town criers and barkers, to a few printed signs,

which were dated as far back as the Roman Empire’s advertisements for gladiator events.

i

Historians believe that the first English language advertisement was a handbill created by
William Caxton in 1478, for one of the books he printed.2 These handbills became increasingly

sophisticated over time and essentially formed the basis of modem print advertising. Their value

in selling goods became recognized soon after their appearance and advertising has since become
one of the most influential tools in selling products. Advertising influences consumers to

purchase goods and it also affects various aspects of culture, while reflecting society's values and

concerns. Advertising can function to reflect certain circumstances within a nation while also
serving to shape public opinion about those circumstances. During the post-World War II era in
America, advertising reflected concerns about science while also shaping public opinion about

its consequences and uses.
During the early years of the Cold War, advertisements appeared that urged Americans to

prepare for a world marked by rapid change and that sought to convince the nation to buy goods
for their advanced scientific qualities. Many advertisers focused on the scientific improvements

enhancing their goods which were made possible by expanded efforts at technological research
and development. This increased focus on the technological capabilities of consumer goods

1 Frank Spencer Presbrey, The History and Development ofAdvertising (New York: Doubleday, 1929), 7.
2 James Playstead Wood, The Story ofAdvertising (New York: Ronald Press Company, 1958), 27-28.
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resulted in part from the idea of using scientific knowledge as a primary weapon to win the Cold

War. Advertisements for numerous products appealed to the public’s belief that technology was
positive and an unmistakable indicator of a product's superiority. Accordingly, even

advertisements for firearms promoted technology to the public. Advertisers suggested that they

were an acceptable way to deal with the problem of a growing sense of personal insecurity in a
nuclear age in which U. S. national security seemed to be threatened, while simultaneously
validating the superiority of technology through owning a scientifically advanced weapon. Gun

advertising shifted its emphasis from marketing guns for leisure and status symbols to marketing

them based on their advanced technological qualities. This shift in focus occurred with the
inception and intensification of the Cold War following World War II. The influence of the Cold
War triggered an unprecedented emphasis on and acclamation of technology which infiltrated

numerous levels of society, especially advertisements, and shaped American attitudes about the
Cold War, technology, and guns. Advertisers sold more than firearms; they sold assumptions
about the legitimacy of the Cold War, the role of technology, and an affirmation of a capitalistic
economy in general.

In a consumerist society, the role of advertising cannot be ignored. When consumption
becomes an integral part of personal identity, and advertising, as a part of the consumer culture,
functions to shape and create opinions, attitudes, and desires, assessing the role of advertising

becomes an essential part of cultural analysis. Advertisements for guns can function to show

how ideas about the Cold War and technology became commercialized and how this

establishment of ideas was directed towards consumers who then were influenced to some
degree by the values inherent in the ads. In assessing advertising in this way, it must be
conceded that the ideas in the advertisements more accurately reflect the advertiser’s conception

3

of reality and their ideals, than necessarily reflecting the social reality of consumers.

3

Regardless of the distortions apparent in advertisements, they still operate to influence the

recipients through their explicit and implicit messages. In fact, a careful examination of the

disparities between the ideal realities presented in ads and actual realities of recipients can still
be enlightening concerning the role of advertising in society.

Despite the incongruities between advertisements and how they are interpreted by consumers,

ads are still effective tools for historians. Advertising historian Roland Marchand contends that,
"Advertisements present problems that differ more in degree rather than in kind from those
involved in interpreting social reality from more conventional historical sources.

H 4

Their effect

may be difficult to discern, but no more so than other primary source documents such as

pamphlets, newspapers, or other texts available to the contemporary public in any given

historical period. It is also difficult to definitively prove that the audience internalized the values

and assumptions of the advertisements even after they were confronted with them. Yet

advertisers had to create something that would resonate with their audience in order to stimulate
a successful interchange with consumers that prompted them to purchase their products. They
also tried to ensure that their message was received in the way they intended. Despite their best

efforts, however, advertisers often created messages for their goods that were often not received

as intended or were appropriated in unexpected ways. In John Storey's study of popular culture,

he identifies how subcultures attach meanings to commodities and produce alternate meanings
not intended or even recognized by the producer.5 Still, since the early decades of the twentieth

3 Roland Marchand, Advertising the American Dream: Making Wayfor Modernity, 1920-1940 (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1985), xviii.
4 Ibid.
5 John Storey, Cultural Studies and the Study of Popular Culture: Theories and Methods (Athens: University of
Georgia Press, 1996), 113.
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century, part of effectively communicating with any audience through advertisements has long
included trying to gauge the impact of their transmission. This has been just as true of

advertisers than producers of other public and commercial texts such as novels, speeches, or
newspapers. The success of advertising rested on the ability of advertisers to create selling

messages that would resonate with the values already held by the public. 6 For the most part,
intensive research conducted by advertisers often made them successful in gauging public

attitudes and addressing them in ad campaigns.

Although advertisements cannot be used to discern the exact disposition of their audience,

frequently the content of ads formulated from the results of surveys and questionnaires can
closely mirror popular assumptions. Moreover, ads undoubtedly reflect certain social realities,
because their language and representations would not have been as effective without some basis

in reality. 7 Advertisements are also valuable tools in that they can establish frames of reference

and help create uniformity of desire and language in a society. The repeated mention of certain

attributes of an item in an ad makes those characteristics seem necessities rather than options
when choosing a particular brand. This repetition helps determine standards for choice making.
Again, through various tactics such as catchy slogans, elaborate displays, and repetition,

advertisements, their language, and their visual representations can infuse themselves into the

nation's common discourse and become part of the cultural landscape.

g

For example, the image

of the Marlboro man, used by Phillip Morris to sell cigarettes, has become imbedded in
American rhetoric and has come to suggest rugged independence to consumers. At any rate,

advertisements are a part of American culture, particularly in the twentieth century. The

6 Fbid., xix.
7 Ibid.
8 Ibid., xx.
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proliferation of advertisements and the attempts to apply scientific principles to creating ads as
early as the 1920s, attests to the fact that the advertising industry became a significant American
institution with both cultural and social repercussions.
As Marchand has shown, advertisers initiated the strategy of championing the new while
disregarding the old during the 1920s and 1930s. The practice continued into the 1950s as

advertisers focused on new technologies as an indicator of modernity; those goods that did not

feature technological innovation were presented by advertisers as antiquated and thus
undesirable. Marchand also argues that the 1920s and 1930s were the principal decades for

advertising research as advertisers most closely represented historical reality in their attempts to

alleviate consumer uneasiness.

9

Yet, the 1950s seem to be particularly appropriate in assessing

how advertisers managed to mitigate anxiety while convincing the public to engage in the mass
consumption of goods. It was the 1950s, after all, which marked an incredible increase in
consumption as well as anxiety due to the Cold War and the nuclear threat. The promotion of

new levels of consumerism in the 1950s was not just a distraction engineered by advertisers, but
also part of how the government wanted Americans to understand the difference between life

under capitalism as opposed to life under communism. The advertisements of the 1950s reveal

the efforts made by advertisers to impress this perspective of the Cold War and technology on
the public. As with all other advertisements, the realities apparent in the ads may not be

representative of actual social realities, but they unquestioningly reveal that anxiety existed along
with a consuming faith in technology. The ads could have never contained these elements unless

they resonated with the public in some positive way, encouraging them to buy goods. In
surveying gun advertisements throughout the 1950s, it becomes evident that advertisers

9 Ibid , xxi.
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increased their focus on technology each year as a means to sell more firearms, obviously
denoting that they wanted to target the increasing public veneration of technology associated

with the Cold War. Advertisers would not have increased this emphasis on technology

throughout the decade if audiences did not identify with the message used to encourage the
purchase of firearms.
Though this trend is evident in various advertisements of the 1950s, guns are a particularly

interesting product to evaluate because, unlike many other consumer goods, they function as a
traditional national symbol of American independence and pioneering tradition. In addition,
Americans who possess guns commonly cite that their right to ownership is guaranteed through

the Second Amendment to the Constitution. Gun advertisements reveal how advertisers
manipulated an American symbol of national heritage at a time when many other ideals seemed

threatened by an outside political and economic system of communism. Thus, gun

advertisements reflected to some degree the consumer's fear that America was threatened, while

revealing advertisers' needs to defend America's capitalistic system which allowed them to
engage in free enterprise by offering their products on the open market. By using Cold War
allusions and focusing on technology as a kind of savior of American ideals in their

advertisements, producers of ads were not only promoting guns, but also validating the American
economic system under which they functioned.

Guns are an inextricable part of American history. They helped to shape America's landscape
while at the same time shaping American society and consciousness. Early in the nation's
history, guns were an integral part of living on the frontier, fighting for American independence,
and later protecting that freedom from perceived dangers to it such as Indians and others who

were perceived as threats to the American way of life. Even today, powerful organizations exist

7

to protect private ownership and use of firearms, such as the National Rifle Association. At any
rate, the image of the gun has served to bolster American ideals such as individualism,
independence, and self-reliance. Why has the gun's popularity persisted even after the close of
the frontier and the demise of the pioneer? Part of the explanation may be found in the

celebration of the gun throughout American history as an essential component of American

heritage and its identification as the tool which "won the west." Again, many Americans point to
the Second Amendment as proof that owning guns is a right, not a privilege, guaranteed to them

by the Constitution. Such individuals equate gun ownership with all the other freedoms
protected in the Constitution. Yet another possible explanation for the continued popularity of

guns, even after they were no longer viewed as frontier necessities, may be found in the ways
guns were promoted in advertising in Cold War America.

Much of the literature concerning guns focuses only on the history of certain manufacturers,

such as Colt and Winchester, or describes the guns' aesthetics, components, and how they were
made, rather than the social and cultural implications of firearms.

10

Phil Patton, a leading writer

about design and technology, briefly mentions the role of the gun in shaping America. He claims
that, "American firearms embody the American culture of the individual driven to its most

reckless, violent, and exaggerated form, but they also embody the essence of American
innovation in manufacturing: interchangeable parts and a universal model. H

11

Patton focuses on

how the use of machinery to manufacture guns made guns machines themselves, complete with
interchangeable parts. He reasons that "American guns were themselves small factories of

10 Examples of these sources include George R. Watrous, The History of Winchester Firearms, 1866-1966, eds.
Thomas E. Hall and Pete Kuhlhoff (New Haven: Winchester Western Press, 1966) and James Edsall Serven, Colt
Cartridge Pistols: A Detailed Study of Colt Hand Arms, From 1868 Converted Caplocks Through Automatics
(Santa Ana: J. E. Serven, 1952).
11 Michael Patton, Made in USA: The Secret Histories of the Things That Made America (New York: Grove
Weidenfeld, 1992), 51.
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firepower, assembly lines of destruction. it

12

Patton cites the Colt revolver as an important early

firearm and argued that Colt sold more than a gun; he also sold confidence and equality. No
matter the size or strength of the purchaser, the gun equipped anyone who possessed it equally

with destructive potential. If the gun could function as an equalizer, then no one could be
without one. The other gun noted by Patton is the Thompson sub-machine gun, used by

organized crime as an instrument to rise to power, suggesting how American individualism and

free enterprise had run off course.13
Some American historians, such as Daniel J. Boorstin, argued in the late 1950s that the
nation's gun culture was rooted in its colonial heritage. According to him, Americans required

firearms out of need — the need for self-defense and the need for food and thus almost everyone

had them.

14

Other scholars argued that guns were an essential part of the frontier experience. A

generation after Boorstin, Richard Slotkin, asserted that frontiersmen forged through the

American wilderness with guns because the frontier circumstance demanded gun possession.

Due to this experience, he argued that the frontiersmen believed that regeneration came through

violence and thus Americans have always been killers.

15

Boorstin and Slotkin, although writing

fifteen years apart, both served to represent how guns were usually given a place of significance
in the nation's history and culture. Frederick Jackson Turner's emphasis on the power of the

frontier in shaping American's and their institutions may also have contributed to the belief in the
gun’s central role in the American pioneer's life because firearms seemed to serve such a

12 Ibid.
13 Ibid., 64-67.
14 Daniel J. Boorstin, The Americans: The Colonial Experience (New York: Random House, 1958), 353. See
also Richard Maxwell Brown, Strain of Violence: Historical Studies ofAmerican Violence and Vigilantism (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1975).
15 Richard Slotkin, Regeneration Through Violence: The Mythology of the American Frontier (Middletown:
Wesleyan University Press, 1973). See also Eric Mottram, "The Persuasive Lips": Men and Guns in America, The
West," Journal ofAmerican Studies [Great Britain] (October 1976). 53-84.
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significant function in their survival when moving westward.

Although these arguments for the primacy of guns throughout the American experience were
often accepted by scholars without refutation, the notion that guns were a chief part of early
American history has been called into question. Michael A. Bellesiles argues that previous

studies concerning the gun's role in American history suffered from presentism. He believed that
since guns have been such an essential part of America’s identity for the past few decades,

historians have made them prominent in the past, too. He emphasizes that, "It is assumed that
the nation's love affair with the gun is impervious to change, since its roots are so deep in our

national history and psyche. The origin ... is routinely understood to lie in or frontier heritage."

While this assumption has been accepted for decades, the truth was that, "gun ownership was
exceptional in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, even on the frontier, and that guns

became a commodity only with industrialization. . . . The gun culture grew with the gun
industry. ti

16

Bellesiles' work offers a compelling argument that a gun culture did develop, only

not as early as historians like Boorstin claimed. Bellesiles' belief that the gun culture grew with
gun manufacturing can also be noted as a possible indicator of the firearm industry's need to

advertise in order to sell that which they had mass produced. In their effort to sell their
commodities, the firearm industry engaged in advertising strategies which promoted the gun

culture. Bellesiles explains that the increased production fed the gradual increase of interest in
and appreciation for firearms. Bellesiles cites Samuel Colt was cited as an example of one of the
first producers to employ advertising which fueled the longing for guns. Colt became concerned

that there was little market for his guns, so he sought to boost demand:

16 Michael A. Bellesiles, ’’The Origins of Gun Culture in the United States, 1760-1865," Journal of American
History (September 1996): 426. See Bellesiles recent book also, Arming America: The Origins of a National Gun
Culture (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2000).
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through the cleverest advertising seen yet in America. He engraved his guns with heroic
scenes, such as a man protecting his wife and child against a pack of savage Indians,
armed only with a Colt revolver. He filled eastern newspapers with advertisements
identifying his revolver with the romance of the West.

Thus, Samuel Colt not only produced guns; he created advertisements which may have been the
earliest in promoting the American gun culture.

Regardless of whether the gun culture originated with the nation or developed later,
advertising certainly functioned to intensify American's reverence for firearms. Advertisements

at the end of the nineteenth century worked to convince Americans that firearms were needed for

personal defense and safety from criminals, while the later ads of the 1950s served to convince
the nation that guns were effective, technologically-advanced means to resolve the personal

insecurities of living in a nuclear era while national security was threatened. In the early postwar
years, Americans lived in an age of uncertainty in which technological expertise seemed to be
related to survival. The advertisements of the 1950s reflected the concerns and beliefs of the
professionals who produced them, and to some extent perhaps revealed the social anxieties and

attitudes of the public. Gun advertising gradually shifted its emphasis from marketing guns for
personal protection, leisure, and status symbols to marketing them based on their advanced

technological qualities by the end of the 1950s and emphasized that American weapons were
superior to all others. This shift in focus occurred simultaneously with the Cold War and its
promotion of national security through technology. In the private realm, technologically
sophisticated weapons symbolized America's overall technological acumen, which at the same

time kept us alive while helping us to prosper. This was the psychological underpinning of ads
which seemed to be tied into marketing guns based on the latest types of technological

17 Ibid., 447-48.
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gimmicks. Moreover, in purchasing one of these weapons, the consumer on the most
rudimentary level may have assumed protection of the home while in the subconscious this kind

of consumption affirmed notions of American technological exceptionalism and encouraged the

growth of a market economy where private and public concerns were intricately connected. The
gun advertisements of the 1950s reflect the apprehension of advertisers wishing to protect the

economic system which facilitated their growth and existence as well as consumer’s anxieties
about living in the peril of a nuclear age and their attitude toward technology's role in a world
marked by change and uncertainty.

12

Chapter Two

i
■

"Something Between a Bastard Form ofJournalism and an Illegitimate
Offspring ofBusiness:"18 The Development Of and Debate Concerning
American Advertising
Consumption is a significant and integral element of American society. Likewise, as the most

visible component of consumerism, advertising reflects the nation's history. Advertising has
occupied a dubious place in American history, because it has often served as the lightning rod for
criticisms of consumer culture. Advertising is not inherently evil, although it does retain some
power over its audience. Advertisements should not be studied to assess whether they are
baneful or blameless. Instead they should be viewed in an attempt to determine what they reveal

about their producers’ assumptions and goals as well as to what degree, if any, these beliefs
affect consumers. It is in using this method that advertising, as well as consumerism, may best
be understood and contribute to larger understandings of culture and society.

Studies of advertising often actually function as evaluations of consumerism. Advertisements
are commonly scrutinized because they represent the most visible manifestations of a consumer
society. Consumer societies have been defined by historians as ones "in which choice and credit

are readily available, in which social value is defined in terms of purchasing power and material
possessions, and in which there is a desire, above all, for that which is new, modem, exciting and
fashionable. n

19

This definition is considered in two ways. First, the attention to credit and

choice indicates that the overall population must have access to disposable income to purchase

goods which are not necessities for survival. In addition, enough goods must be produced for
consumers to have a variety of choices and merchants must be encouraged to seek ways to entice

customers to buy. Retailers must create enough outlets to handle more customers and more

18 James Playstead Wood, The Story ofAdvertising (New York: Ronald Press COmpany, 1958), 229.
19 John Benson, The Rise of Consumer Society in Britain, 1880-1980 (London: Addison-Wesley Longman,

1
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commodities.20 Advertising is an important tool which aids in this shift. In addition, in defining

consumerism, attention must also be given to personal aspects of consumption. According to

Peter Steams, "A consumerist society involves large numbers of people staking a real portion of
their personal identities and their quest for meaning - even their emotional satisfaction - on the

search for acquisition of goods . . . people begin to appreciate the time spent looking for

consumer items as a valuable part of life and not simply as a necessary evil in a struggle for
survival. ft

21

Consumerism involves more than economics; it affects individuals as well as their

perceptions of themselves through their purchases.

The main emphasis in studying consumerism has focused on issues of periodization. The

debate about the origins of consumerism usually concentrated on whether it began in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, or in the late nineteenth century with the emergence of
rapid industrialization and increased output of consumer goods. 22 Consumerism did exist to

some degree before the rapid progression of industrialization, as argued by Colin Campbell and
other historians. Campbell contends that in England, consumerism began in the eighteenth
century and continued through the twentieth century virtually uninterrupted.23 Most studies of
consumption in the early modem period assess the expansion of shops, the inventive
establishment of credit systems, and the growth of advertising strategies. 24 Yet modem

consumerism was merely initiated in this period. Steams argues that early modem consumerism

had not yet become a dominant force because there was no mass engagement in consumption;
the cultural adjustments which accompany consumerism had not fully resulted, and there was no

1995), 4.
20 Peter N. Steams, "Stages of Consumerism: Recent Work on the Issues of Periodization," The Journal of
Modern History 69 (March 1997): 105.
21 Ibid.
22 Ibid., 102-117.
23 Colin Campbell, The Romantic Ethic and the Spirit ofModern Consumerism (London: B. Blackwell, 1989).
24 Steams, "Stages of Consumerism," 106.
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widespread or great degree of personal involvement in making purchases, at least not the kind
which would occur in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.25

It is difficult to determine the origins of a consumer society in the United States. Carole
Shammas argues that a consumer society did exist in colonial America and cites the significance

of consumption in the early modem period. She reasons that the consumer not only existed, but

was also important in the pre-industrial period.26 She contends that in colonial America as well

as in England during the same time, common people had developed a series of habits that
required them to purchase things that they could not make themselves. Such items ranged from
sugar, tea, and coffee, to even cups, saucers, and pipes. An entire network of retail stores served

as outlets for the goods in both countries.27 The creation of an early modem culture of
consumption was also fostered by the existence of pictorial signboards, appearing in the colonies
during the last part of the seventeenth century.

By the 1830s, advertising waned as America developed. In part, it abated due to a lack of
paper available for publications and citizens’ lack of money to purchase commodities.

28

Most

goods were made regionally for local consumption, and with only a few exceptions such as
Singer sewing machines, Colt revolvers, and some patent medicines brand names remained
relatively unknown in the Unites States. These were usually the only brand names known,
especially to western settlers, who only purchased items based on name, such as coffee, flour,

and sugar, not brand, although attention to brands was beginning to emerge on the east coast. In

the early nineteenth century, manufacturers rarely even affixed their names to most products,

25 Ibid., 108.
26 Carole Shammas, The Pre-Industrial Consumer in England and America (Oxford: Clarendon, 1990).
27 Ibid.
28 Charles Goodrum and Helen Dalrymple, Advertising in America: The First Two Hundred Years (New York:
Harry N. Abrams, 1990), 16-17
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except gun manufacturers. Wood argues that it was buyers who began to differentiate between

one item and another according to manufacturers. With the advent of the Civil War, advertising
took on new functions not only as posters for recruitment were developed, but also as it was used

to sell government bonds.29

The end of the Civil War released pent-up demand for merchandise of all sorts and since
subsequent population, economic, industrial, and commercial growth rapidly occurred,

distinguishing one brand from another became relatively unimportant because people, tired of
sacrificing, were demanding consumer goods regardless of the source. When improved

transportation and increasing production caught up with demand by the early 1880s, competition

increased and businesses realized the need for advertising. Increasing industrialization occurred
at the same time as the increased specialization in the production of goods, thus contributing to
the need to promote brand names. In 1974, Harold Demsetz expressed the traditional argument

concerning the establishment of brand names. He contended that, "in an economy of specialized
producers, the activities of labeling, branding, and advertising are important in establishing

producer responsibility both because the producer's identity becomes known through these

activities and because they aid him in building a stock of goodwill that is worth maintaining."30

Later economic scholars would argue that, "it was not . . . the need to sell more products that led
to advertising but the need to get control of the price the manufacturer charged for his goods.

tt 31

Manufacturers needed to demand a set price and could do so without fear of being undersold by
the competition if they could attach a brand name to their commodities. Consequently, they sold

not only the product, but also the attributes associated with the brand name, such as superior
•i

29 Ibid., 22-23.
-H’,.
30 Harold Demsetz, "Advertising in the Affluent Society," In Advertising and Society, ed. Yale Brozen with a
foreword by Harold S. Geneen (New York: New York University Press, 1974), 75.
31 Goodrum and Dalrymple, Advertising in America, 18.
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quality and benefits only produced by a specific brand. The importance of advertising brands
was recognized early on and thus remained a significant part of advertising methodology. The
makers of Pear's Soap were one of the earliest manufacturers to note the importance of making a

brand name synonymous with the product. Even over a century later in the 1950s, advertisements
for guns were still dominated by brand names; off-brand firearms were rarely advertised. The
entire industry was dominated by brand names such as Remington and Winchester.

The advent of mail order catalogs in the last few decades of the nineteenth century only
served to heighten the growing emphasis on brand names. Also important to the rise of post-war

advertising was the magazine. The Postal Act of 1879 proved an impetus for advertising by

facilitating the distribution of publications. This legislation helped because it gave favorable
i

mailing privileges to magazines due to the supposed educational nature of their contents and

their contribution to the promotion of literacy. 32 Patent medicines contributed to advertising

through adding to the field's growing repertoire of sometimes questionable techniques, such as
utilizing suggestions of the supernatural and the mysterious in their claims. Another important

development for advertising was the rise of ad agents, who urged businesses to advertise, or

increase advertising investment, thus contributing to the overall buying and selling of consumer

goods.

33

Due to advances in advertising and its proliferation in various publications, many products
and companies became firmly established household names in the 1890s. By the end of the
nineteenth century, conscious efforts were made by agencies such as N. W. Ayer and Son to plan

and analyze copy rather than merely selling space.34 Others began realizing some of
advertising's implications. Influential advertising agent Nathaniel C. Fowler argued that, "Half
32 Wood, The Story ofAdvertising, 201-02.
33 Ibid, 136-37, 140-46.
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the customers ... do not know all they want until somebody tells them.”

35

This became

apparent through the popularization of goods such as bicycles and Kodak cameras. These items

were unnecessary, yet consumers increasingly believed they needed them due to advertising after
years of not even knowing such products existed. While various historians such as Carole

Shammas have shown that consumerism had existed to a degree before the late nineteenth
century, the intensification of consumerism in America was spreading.

After the Panic of 1893, the U. S. was in the midst of a population explosion propelling the
nation from 50 million to 91 million in a thirty-year period. This dramatic growth, due in part to

some 18 million immigrants, not only provided labor for factories but also dramatically increased
the nation’s purchasing power as more Americans became wage earners. In the years after the

Civil War, commercial and industrial expansion exploded in the North. Railroads spurred

economic development, northern factories were poised for increased production, and the increase
of population in the West led to national competition for markets.

An upsurge in the conditions for sales, such as the establishment of an enlarged potential
market due to more wage earners, became established and advertisers responded. 36 All of these
growth factors precipitated a flood of advertising during the last decade of the nineteenth

century, especially national advertising campaigns by manufacturers and even retailers. Many
people now had less time to grow their own food and fabricate their own clothing, because their
efforts were focused not on self-sufficiency, but on facets of industry (mining, timbering, etc.).
By then end of the nineteenth century, they had to buy more products for personal consumption

34 Ibid., 348
35 Ibid., 315
36 Ibid, 341.
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to substitute for their own lack of production.37 This contributed to a magnification of American
consumer society, not the creation of one.

Due in part to the social consequences wrought by rapid industrialization, many Americans
during the Progressive Era began to lobby for social improvements. Muckrakers worked to
expose fraudulent advertising methods and brought attention to the lack of ethics in the industry.
Within the industry, professional advertising publications and groups, such as Printer's Ink and

Advertising Federation, lobbied for laws forbidding fraudulent advertising. According to
Gabriel Kolko, this call for regulation by the business itself was typical of the period. He argued

that, ’’regulation was invariably controlled by leaders of the regulated industry, and directed
toward ends they deemed acceptable or desirable. In part this came about because the regulatory

movements were usually initiated by the dominant businesses to be regulated."38 Advertisers,

aware of growing criticism by the public of their practices, sought to regulate the industry
themselves, in part because a few of the larger agencies had begun to lobby for "truth" in
advertising. Not wanting to be left behind in the attempt to establish and maintain new

standards, other agencies joined groups like Advertising Federation in order to have a hand in the

reforms instituted by the government. Legislative efforts at regulation prodded the appearance in
1915 of what would later become known as The Better Business Bureau.39 The calls for reform

within the industry resulted because the advertising industry feared government regulation and

tried to ward it off by policing themselves.40 Like Kolko, Robert Wiebe argued that some
"major corporations moved ahead of the reformers in attempts to extend the range and continuity

37 Wood, The Story ofAdvertising, 189.
38 Gabriel Kolko, The Triumph of Conservatism: A Reinterpretation of American History, 1900-1916 (Chicago:
Quadrangle Books, 1967), 3.
39 Ibid., 336.
40 Wood, The Story ofAdvertising, 342-43.
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of their power through bureaucratic means."41 In essence, business sought out government
regulation, in part to prevent competition from smaller firms.
After the beginning of the century, advertising agents rarely restricted their activities to
merely selling space. The agencies' operations were specialized by 1905. For example, agents

focused on the circulation of ads and experts on human nature (a contemporary term for
psychology) assessed the effectiveness of potential ad campaigns. In essence, professionals
dealing with copy, illustrations, and selection of a medium for the ads worked together in what

were the early stages of the evolving ad agency. 42 Roland Marchand, in Advertising the
American Dream, contends that these advertising agencies had much broader and ambiguous

ramifications, too. Marchand says that they "made greater efforts to examine the full dimensions

of the needs and desires of their new constituency, and then not only to ’pander’ to it but also to

counsel and uplift. . . . [and] to search diligently for unfulfilled needs that they might promise to
satisfy. 11

43

Advertising agencies developed new standards for advertising in order to shape the

consciousness of their audiences.
During World War I advertising functioned in various ways. George Creel headed the

government's ad activities through his administration of the Division of Advertising of the
Committee of Public Information, which persuaded Americans to support the war effort,

especially enlistment. Advertising manipulated patriotic symbols to sell thrift, bonds, and
support for the Red Cross.44 Advertising's effectiveness became so recognized by the war's end

that Theodore Roosevelt called on influential adman Albert Lasker to help the Republican Party

41 Robert Wiebe, The Search for Order, 1877-1920 (New York: Hill and Wang, 1967), 181.
42 Presbrey, The History and Development ofAdvertising (New York: Doubleday, 1929), 525-26.
43 Roland Marchand, Advertising the American Dream: Making Wayfor Modernity, 1920-1940 (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1985), xxii.
44 Wood, The Story ofAdvertising, 354-56
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end Woodrow Wilson’s advocacy of internationalism. Their efforts undoubtedly contributed to
the continuation of isolationism and the defeat of the League of Nations in Congress.45

By the end of World War I America emerged as a world power and American business and
manufacturing were stimulated by the conflict. During the war, advertising emerged itself as an
important force in shaping opinions, selling ideas, and influencing behavior. Americans had
money to spend after the war, and were eager to indulge in consumption after the restrictions of

war- time scarcities. Prices soared and advertising made the most of the situation.
The 1920s were a period of extremes: postwar disillusionment mixed with enthusiasm for the
future, optimism met with despair, and many Americans disregarded the old while embracing the
new. The eagerness for the future and new things was cultivated and reinforced by advertisers as

they bombarded consumers with images of an idealized future of shiny, new consumer goods.

Advertising became even more glamorous and exciting and total expenditures on ads leaped

from 2,282,000,000 dollars in 1919 to almost 4 billion dollars in 1929.46 Wartime industry
demonstrated that America was capable of massive production. Wartime production had also
expanded the buying power of a nation and advertisers eagerly took advantage of the
opportunity. Advertisements increasingly focused on hopes and dreams while identifying many

products with emotions and personal characteristics. Advertising grew larger, more colorful, and

name brands became established at a much quicker rate than before. Personal product
testimonials became even more popular in advertisements and with the advent of radio, they
could be heard nationwide.47
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The crash of the stock market on October 29, 1929, dramatically affected advertising.

Expenditures in the industry dropped by about one billion dollars from 1929 to 1930. 48
Advertising not only declined, but it also became the target of much criticism. Critics charged
that it had goaded people into purchases they could not afford with false promises and had fallen

short of its pledges of a better future. Critics claimed that advertising was a symptom of a larger

economic disease and believed that it needed to be pared down. Consumers joined in the
criticism along with the government, although the Tugwell Bill, which defined false advertising,

was defeated in 1933. The same year, the Securities Act passed, making advertisers directly

responsible for claims made in advertising statements. 49 Yet in spite of these changes and
President Franklin Roosevelt's attempts to regulate business through various New Deal policies,
the advertising industry was little affected except for minor restrictions on several of its more
obvious excesses.50

During World War II, advertising soared to new heights and gained strength while at the same
time using the war to market products as never before. As in World War I, the government used

advertising as an instrument to administer its propaganda, helping to restore some of the

industry's prestige. Advertising found itself in an awkward position, because a reduced portion
of production was geared toward public consumption. No automobiles or tires were produced

and food, gas, and clothing were rationed, although many goods such as chewing gum and

canned soup remained available in significant qualities; goods were rationed, but not scarce.

Manufacturers typically producing consumer goods turned their production efforts to fabricating
war materials, with most filling government contracts. Companies did have goods to sell to the

48 Ibid., 418.
49 Ibid., 426, 429.
50 For a complete analysis of advertising and the New Deal, see Stephen Fox's The Mirror Makers: A History of
American Advertising and Its Creator, T' ed. (New York: Morrow, 1984), Chapter4 "Depression and Reform."
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general public such as processed foods, yet the public eagerly wanted to spend their money on
additional items not available for consumption such as cars. Faced with these obstacles,

advertisers worked hard to keep their brands in the consciousness of the public in order to retain
markets for the post-war period.
In the war effort, advertising was used in various ways and sometimes provoked critical

responses. Manufacturers producing consumer durables reminded the public that they were
aiding in war production making it appear they were directly responsible for winning the war.

For instance, gun manufacturers ran ads depicting the ways in which a specific model or

component part helped American soldiers to fight successfully. Some even chose to convince
consumers they could help to win the war through purchasing their brand or by patronizing
retailers selling their products. When soldiers overseas received magazines, they were often

without advertisements and many complained they missed them because they wanted to know

about products at home. Others, however, were angry about the ways some advertisers exploited

and manipulated the war.51 On the other hand, the War Advertising Council did plan and
manage national ad campaigns in support of all war-related activities such as conservation of

specific products and even the call of women to the workforce.
After the war, advertisers quickly utilized the new medium of television to market products.

The postwar period also demonstrated a greater focus on research conducted by advertisers
concentrating on the psychological manipulation of consumers. Another new innovation was
manufacturers who promoted component parts or materials of a product, even though the
commodity was not usually sold to the public independently, such as ads for Dow chemicals

promoting plastic. Companies engaged in such advertising in order to extol their image to the

51 Wood, The Story ofAdvertising, 444.
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public and to publicize to consumers their role in producing goods for them. Manufacturers
marketed their image and defended their economic practices and position to gain public approval

and recognition.52

In the midst of the Cold War, advertisers often explained and exalted the American
capitalistic system, arguing that its existence was imperative for them to operate. Responding to

the postwar political situation, companies further emphasized the values which made possible a
society where the manufacturer was free to produce and sell and the consumer was free to choose

whether or not to buy from an amazing array of commodities. Corporations contrasted American

freedom with the purported coercion and lack of democracy elsewhere in the world.53 Business
praised and promoted the American free enterprise system and the lack of government regulation

and juxtaposed them against the socialist and communist systems, under which American

businesses, and by implication the American way of life, could not survive. The railroad
industry, for instance, warned Americans that a tax instituted as a wartime measure was raising

prices and claimed that this was endangering the free enterprise system. 54 In addition, the
military industrial complex employed advertising to gain public support for defense spending

and a massive military buildup.
The advertising industry developed various arguments justifying their practices and validating

the capitalist economic system, which they argued, was necessary to their continued existence
and the nation's prosperity. Such advertising liberally used the application of Cold War rhetoric
to defend its practices, especially the notion that communism was threatening democracy in

various places throughout the world. Advertising's supporters influenced by the Cold War have
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defended the industry and its shared relationship with consumerist values as well as championing

consumer culture as an integral part of democracy and capitalism. Such scholars as Harold

Demsetz argued in 1974 that freedom meant the ability to have choices, as opposed to freedom's

antithesis - communism. He contended that the right to choose was threatened by inhibiting
persuasion, because meaningful freedom must include the right to choose among the various

offerings of numerous advertisers who try to persuade individuals to select one item over
another. Essentially, a free society was one that facilitated persuasion, thus encouraging freedom
of choice. Moreover, Demsetz reasoned that the large expenditures advertisers used to engage in

persuasion encouraged choice and were therefore the best guarantees against fraud and
misrepresentation. Discerning customers would opt for the most honest and direct advertising
promotions thus purchasing the producst with the best quality and value. " The inherent

assumption in this argument is that societies which were not free offered no choice, and therefore
were rife with misrepresentation and fraud. American capitalism, on the other hand, encot

persuasion an

bsters free choice. Ultimately, the underlying theme is that a fre

sunzort g unregulated advertising and free enterprise was the best s
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communism, which did not allow consumer choice.36

Other scholars argued along the same lines that advertising could only
democracy. i nis was not a new idea. In fact, James Wood had mane me s
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narrative historv of advertising in 1958. Wood claimed that, 'advertumg ts
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supported the economic system of free enterprise and competitive private business. It facilitated

production and dissemination of goods, and freedom of choice. A society where industry was
government controlled or owned, and allocated products to the consumer through state-designed
plans had no need for advertising. Without advertising, the individual was denied the freedom of
choice premised by advertising. Wood eulogized advertising as "the instrument of competition,

not the state of monopoly. Only in a democracy could advertising have developed as it has

developed in the United States; only in a democracy can it function."57 Wood surmised that

government itself was dependent on advertising, particularly during wars. Wood's book was
more of a Cold War defense of an economic system than a critical evaluation of an industry.

Daniel Boorstin also views advertising as an essential ingredient of American capitalism.

Boorstin holds that advertising is an essential part of the American economy, but also that it has

helped to settle the continent and expand America's standard of living. Boorstin defends
advertising as the "characteristic rhetoric of democracy," if democracy is considered as "a set of

institutions which aim to make everything available to everybody."

58

Advertising, then, to

Boorstin represents the basic American ideal of equality for everyone, at least when that equality
means equal access to and knowledge of consumer products.
Lester G. Telser shares the belief that advertisers were not manipulators of the public; but

were merely responding to demands made by consumers. In 1974 Telser argued that consumers
demand advertising because they desire knowledge about competing products in order to make

informed choices. The demand for information encouraged the industry to stress truth rather

57 Wood, The Story of Advertising, 498.
58 Daniel J. Boorstin, "Advertising and American Civilization," In A dvertising and Society, ed. Yale Brozen with
a foreword by Harold S. Geneen (New York: New York University Press, 1974), 13.
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than deception in its copy. 59 Telser warned against attempts to stifle advertising, believing it
functioned strictly in the realm of economics rather than having any cultural implications for

society; it was an unbiased component of doing business. According to him, if advertising were

tampered with, it could lead to a reduction in real output. 60 Again, as with most defenses of
advertising, no consideration was directed to the cultural effects of advertising.

Likewise, Stephen Fox continued to assert as late as 1984 that the creators of modem
advertising were not "hidden persuaders pushing our buttons in the service of some malevolent

purpose. They are just producing an especially visible manifestation, good and bad of the
American way of life. ti

61

Fox claimed that advertising no longer exerted any significant

influence. Its control peaked in the 1920s and declined steadily since then, leaving it a

convenient scapegoat for critics who should actually be assessing how advertising reflected the
deeper cultural tendencies at work in society. 62 Fox's argument proposes that advertisements
exert no control over the audience; instead, they primarily reflect the cultural atmosphere of

society. Yet Roland Marchand suggested that ads cannot accurately and definitively reflect
society because they are not produced exclusively by the public, but by advertisers who have
different perceptions and needs than consumers. Marchand holds that there is an incongruency
between the advertiser's understanding of selling products and purchasers' discernment about
why they need to buy specific goods and that this creates dissonance between advertising and

consumers concerning these conflicting perspectives. Advertisers sought to create a false reality
achieved by fulfilling personal desires through consumption. For instance, advertising often

59 Lester G. Telser, ’’Advertising and the Consumer," in Advertising and Society, ed. Yale Brozen with a
foreword by Harold S. Geneen (New York: New York University Press, 1974), 29-30.
60 Ibid., 41.
61 Stephen Fox, The Mirror Makers: A History ofAmerican Advertising and Its Creators (New York: Morrow,
1984), 330.
62 Ibid., 8.
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depicts a world circumscribed by status, beauty, and social acceptance which can be obtained

through buying a product such as a specific car. Consumers, who rarely live in such a perfect
environment suggested by in advertising, feel that there is something missing from their own
lives because their everyday existence may neither be glamorous nor as appealing as it is shown

in the utopia created by advertising. Consumers exist in a social reality, that when confronted
with a different one presented to them by advertisers, seems inadequate resulting in a feeling of

dissatisfaction which may only be reconciled through consumption. Fox's argument is ultimately
inaccurate since advertising can exert some level of control over its audience. If advertisements
were so thoroughly ineffective in soliciting purchases, they would have ceased to exist long

before now. Companies would have quickly disregarded such a costly enterprise if it did not
increase profits and imbed brand names in the consciousness of consumers. Advertising has the
power to create fads as well as the capacity to render other things worthless. For all of its faults

and merits, advertising wields considerable power, especially in a consumer culture.
Demsetz and Boorstin are not the only historians to note the role of advertising in America's
capitalist economy. Stewart Ewen also recognized that during the postwar period, the notion of a

free world characterized by goods established itself. He noted that the image of a suburban life

of conformity was reinforced by patriotic imperatives like anti-communism, the Cold War, and
McCarthyism. 63 Yet, Ewen agreed that advertising in the 1950s suggested uniformity through

consumption in a society which viewed non-conformity with suspicion and a possible threat to
the American way of life. Rather than focusing on the aims of advertisers to validate the

capitalistic consumer society, Ewen examined the extent to which consumers accepted the
placating messages of the advertisements.

63 Stewart Ewen, Captains of Consciousness: Advertising and the Social Roots of the Consumer Culture (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1976), 191.
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Taking his initial argument even further, Ewen proposed that while advertising gave

Americans the prescription for the good life, the political climate of the era created limitations in

expressions of individualism and the right to deviate from the norm. To be different became an
archetype for subversion. The anti-communism of the 1950s was an attack on the totalitarian

apparatus emanating from the Soviet Union. In a wider perspective, it was a general attack on

the idea that social change should come from the people, and anyone advocating changing from
the status quo was branded as a dangerous subversive. Advertising followed this idea by
advocating the notion that individuals were often inadequate, while celebrating conformity and
membership in groups. 64

If obtaining goods encouraged personal fulfillment, it also suggested dedication to the

American way of life. Those refusing to participate in this cultural act were deemed as non
conformists and consequently un-American. Self-definition through the purchasing of
commodities provided a way to participate and support democracy. Engaging in consumption
also provided consumers with a sense of stability in precarious times. The common assumption

of the 1950s was that the acquisition of goods could procure the good life. In 1956, writer
William Whyte defined the middle class version of the good life: "it is stability - or at least the

illusion of it -- that is all important." 63 According to Whyte, creating a sense of stability through

purchasing goods made people's longing to obtain items supercede even their desire for money.
He also contended that consumers felt compelled to procure certain goods such as clothes dryers

because they were considered as necessities in suburbia. They were not purchasing to 'keep up
with the Joneses,1 rather they were buying goods because they felt they needed them. Consumers

also made choices about what goods to buy due to peer pressure from their social group. Whyte

64 Ibid., 213
65 Wiliam H. Whyte, Jr., The Organization Man (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1956), 324.
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believed that, "The group has always conditioned purchases."66 The group, in this case, exerted

such influence that individual’s made choices based on the attitudes and advice of their peers.
David Riesman, a contemporary of Whyte’s, categorized consumers into two groups, each of

which purchased for different reasons. He described that there were those who approached

consumption as work and made it a task of acquisition, while the other group consumed as a
means to escape from work and differentiate it from the realm of leisure. 67 Riesman agreed with

Whyte’s assumption that people are influenced by the group concerning the acquisition of goods,

but he felt that Whyte’s conjecture only characterized some consumers rather than all of them.

Thus people participate in consumption for various reasons, although in the 1950s consumption
seemed to be marked by acquisition for leisure as well as in response to social influence. 68

The first group of historians writing about consumerism, argued that it emerged in the late

nineteenth century as evidenced by the emergence of department stores and dramatic increases in
advertising. This group argued that industrialization sparked a consumer society since "it was
only in the later nineteenth century that the fruits of maturing industrialization could be
translated into an unprecedented array of goods amid growing prosperity and leisure time with

new supporters for distribution in outlets such as department stores and mass advertising. ,i 69

Consumption in this period did differ from its earlier form. One factor contributing to the
differentiation besides industrialization was the ascendance of department stores where

numerous people experienced exposure to vast arrays of goods in sumptuous settings.70 In

66 Ibid., 313-14.

67 David Riesman, The Lonely Crowd: A Study ofthe Changing American Character (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1950), 123-24.
68 In addition, Betty Friedan, in The Feminine Mystique, examined the various factors that motivated women to
purchase commodities in the postwar era.
69 Ewen., Captains of Consciousness, 103.
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addition, advertising became more influential in speaking to consumers with promises of
fulfillment, personal satisfaction, pleasure, and the desire to elevate or denote social status.

Consumption in this era differed, too, in that:

The emotional significance of acquisition was going up; people were being socialized,
and then further commercialized by commercial hucksters, to identify more of their
feelings with a shifting array of products. The personal meaning of consumerism, though
established to a degree in the first phase, was escalating. Use of acquisition of goods for
emotional satisfaction intensified the meaning of the process.71

To a significant degree, the personal meanings attached to acquisition were due to advertising
and its effect on the consumer and contributed to an intensification in the late nineteenth century
of consumerist values. However, other scholars such as Carole Shammas, effectively refuted the
interpretation that consumer culture emerged at the end of the nineteenth century by revealing
that consumerist attitudes, values, and behaviors are clearly evident in a significant number of

places prior to the industrial revolution as opposed to being a consequence of it. Historians, such

as T. J. Jackson Lears, have not refuted the emergence of a consumer society before the

industrial revolution, but have instead argued that consumerist culture became increasingly
intensified with industrialization.

The emergence of a consumer culture in American society has at times seemed a subject
marked by controversy. Criticized and acclaimed, consumerist culture brought under scrutiny

the whole idea of consumerism. In his discussion about the periodization of consumerism,

Steams asserted that it was not enough to concentrate exclusively on the origins of consumption;
he also urged scholars to focus on the tension between consumerism as it existed in the early

modem period and the later nineteenth century period. There is, in other words, a need to survey

the impact of consumerism in each of its major stages.72 The decade of the 1950s is perhaps the

71 Steams, "Stages of Consumerism," 112.
72 Ibid., 116.
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most appropriate decade in which to survey consumerism. After World War II, Americans

engaged in consumption in unprecedented levels. Moreover, it is a relevant decade for a study to
assess the impact of culture on advertising. The background of the Cold War lends itself to
efforts for determining how political situations are reflected in the process of

consumption through advertising. Accordingly, Steams noted that consumer behaviors "emerge

in specific times and places according to measurable new causes."73 This appears to be accurate
since the Cold War and the resulting increase in emphasis on technology, as evidenced by
firearm promotions, influenced the attitudes of consumers in the 1950s.
Some of the controversy and tension mentioned by Steams existed between the increasing
influence of consumerism and its challenge to religion as a dominant ideology. Consumerism,

especially in its most visible manifestation of advertising, did begin to affect Americans to such a

degree during the early twentieth century that even established belief systems such as religion
had to reconcile themselves to its increasing cultural influence. In 1925, Bruce Barton published
The Man Nobody Knows, a book characterizing Jesus as the originator of modem American

business. Barton's work was important because in it he tried to retailor Protestant Christianity
and refashion Christ to fit consumer ideology and thus relieve some of the tension between
religion and twentieth century levels of consumption. His book suggested the growing impact of

consumerism on American society. Religion itself was being altered to accommodate the

economic changes. 74 T. J. Jackson Lears argues that people tried to adjust to the changes
wrought by industrialization and consumerism by replacing their old therapeutic ethos of religion
with one based on consumption. In his study he emphasized the complex associations between

73 Ibid., 117.
74 T. J. Jackson Lears, "From Salvation to Self-Realization: Advertising and the Therapeutic Roots of the
Consumer Culture, 1880-1930," In The Culture of Consumption: Critical Essays in American History, 1880-1980,
eds. Richard Wightman Fox and T. J. Jackson Lears (New York: Pantheon Books, 1983), 30-31.
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power relations and the changes in values and the relationships between advertising’s changing
strategies and the cultural confusion at the turn of the century.75 He examined advertising in

relation to institutions, religion, and psychological changes. He argued that individuals

experienced voids in their lives which made fertile grounds for national advertisers who
promoted their wares as a means of occupying the vacuum previously filled by religion.
Essentially, Lears contended that individuals needed some type of therapeutic ethos for selffulfillment, and when religion no longer proved satisfactory due to the effects of widespread

social changes, consumerism took religion’s place as the preferred form of therapeutic belief.
Advertisers were quick to address concerns previously attended to by preachers. Advertisers

worked to advance the attitude that one could not live a full life without consumer products.76
Essentially, Lears described how advertised consumption established itself as a dominant social
force by challenging religion's preeminence as a means for self-realization and fulfillment.

Advertising did not take religion's place; it just served as another and perhaps more appealing
means for consumers to obtain fulfillment. In addition, Lears seemed to acknowledge the

traditional view that consumption intensified in the late nineteenth century; if consumerism had

been so profound earlier, then attempts to adjust to it would have had to occurred before the turn

of the century.

Stewart Ewen, like Lears, argued that consumption intensified at the turn of the century and
became the dominant force in shaping and influencing American society.77 In exploring the

social history underlying consumer society and its array of commodities, its priorities, and its
social forms, he concluded that mass imagery (of which advertising is a part), created a mode to

75 Lears, "From Salvation to Self-Realization," In The Culture of Consumption, 3.
76 Ibid., 26.
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inculcate and effect common perceptions. The consumers' recognition and acceptance of these

perceptions as a belief system explained to them what it meant to live in a world defined by
consumerism. A culture of consumption developed which served to reinforce and explain a way

of life.78 As religion had functioned to provide individuals with common beliefs and served as a
means to explain life, now consumption would take much the same role. In this kind of culture,
goods which consumers lacked were the embodiment of their deprivation and channels for

desire.79 Ewen seems to be correct in arguing that mass imagery can create common

understandings, reinforce common perceptions, and create general public attitudes. As will be
shown, gun advertisements of the 1950s purposely tried to convince consumers to purchase their

commodities through appealing to widespread anxiety about the Cold War while promoting and
manipulating American reverence of technology.

Advertisers' role in controlling messages and methods became established even before the
Cold War, however. In Fables ofAbundance, Lears extends his analysis beyond the traditional

debate of the benefits or evils of advertising and concentrates on the unintended effects of
advertisers on consumers and the ways in which certain values are sanctioned in society while

others are rendered meaningless.80 For example, visual representations of women changed in

advertisements creating a shift from women as "formidable mothers" to "giggling teenagers."
Such changes of female figures at the turn of the century served to disempower and devalue

women. 81 Advertising could not be assessed only as a "propaganda of commodities," because

78 Ibid., 4, 42.
79 Ibid., 46.
80 T.J. Jackson Lears, Fables of Abundance: A Cultural History ofAdvertising in America (New York: Basic
Books, 1994), 3.
81 Ibid., 118.
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too many meanings could be attached to them from numerous sources.82 For Lears,

consumption was not merely shaped by hedonistic consumers motivated by a conspiracy of
advertising agencies collaborating to manipulate society. He believes the dynamic of
consumerism occurred "between the spontaneous force of consumer desire and the managerial

drive for predictability and control."83 Advertisements, as rhetorical devices, functioned in a
greater capacity than just creating desire; they sought to manage it and wrest control from the

earlier, camivalesque atmosphere dominating the realm of consumption during the mid

nineteenth century. By the end of the century, advertisers moved toward more realistic

representation in advertising. For instance, they changed visual conventions, moving from
depicting patent medicines as coming from laboratories, rather than portraying them as mystic

potions emerging from enigmatic sources.84 Lears argues that in making these shifts in
promotions, advertisers' values "have set the agenda for most national advertising down to the

present. h

85

Gun advertisers of the 1950s tried to control and elicit the desire of consumers through
advertisements for their commodities appealing to the prevalent anxiety about the Cold War

while promoting and manipulating American reverence for technology. While advertisers

attempted to influence consumers, the agenda of those producing the advertisements invariably

became imbedded in the promotions themselves. Advertising is important because it functions to
reveal the various assumptions and values held by producers. It may also reflect consumers'

attitudes about social and political situations such as the Cold War, since consumers purchase
more than goods
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they also acquire the constellation of meanings attributed to the commodity.
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While advertising cannot precisely mirror those attitudes, it can suggest feelings and at least
point to the existence of certain dispositions in certain segments of society. The extent to which

consumer attitudes are influenced by advertising is difficult to discern, although ads do exert

some degree of persuasion because their failure to do so would render them useless to

manufacturers. In assessing gun advertisements of the 1950s, consumer attitudes about
technology and the Cold War may be tentatively analyzed in spite of the difficulties inherent in
gauging public opinion. The attitudes of advertisers concerning the nuclear age and scientific
advancement, however, can definitely be analyzed because the advertisements are their creations,

and reflect the perspectives of their creators. The images and words of the gun advertisement of
the 1950s, when interpreted in the framework of the Cold War, reveal the assumptions of the

producers and may suggest some ways in which consumers may have interpreted the ads which

were both anticipated and unexpected by advertisers.

36

Chapter Three
Advertising Goes to War: The Emphasis on Technology in Gun Advertising
During the Cold War

The Cold War influenced various aspects of culture and society including advertisements for
numerous items promoted to a public eager to buy all kinds of commodities. Advertisements for

guns in the 1950s were no exception and gun makers initially created advertisements full of

allusions to the Cold War situation and subliminally suggested to consumers that the purchase of
firearms was a means to alleviate the anxiety rendered by pervasive uncertainty. As the decade

progressed, gun advertisers moved away from their initial focus of marketing guns for leisure, to

promoting them based on their advanced technological qualities. The emphasis on technology in
the ads was engineered to appeal to the public's veneration of technology. The development of

more sophisticated technology was viewed by most Americans as the best defense in the Cold
War. The development of advanced technology was also a means to alleviate fears of nuclear

war and national insecurity. Advertisers manipulated these assumptions to market their guns as

scientifically advanced weapons hoping that would motivate consumers to purchase their

products. Through purchasing a firearm, individuals would also be endorsing the American way
of life through consumption while safeguarding the economy of the United States.
Some historians often characterize the postwar era as one marked by unison and accord. On
the surface it does appear this way, but were the 1950s really a decade of tranquility? The

answer is no. While Americans enjoyed affluence and participation in consumption to greater
degrees than ever before, anxiety existed throughout the country, specifically, uneasiness
concerning nuclear arms and the beginning of a race with the Soviets for technological

dominance. Despite the appearance of consensus, and the supposed continuation of a spirit of
"coming together" spawned by the Depression and the war, the 1950s were marked not by
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continuity, but by change, most notably with the appearance of nuclear arms and the Cold War.
This change was hinted at by Stewart Ewen who argued that, "While during the Depression

scarcity had conformed to a multiracial ideology, creating a kind of'We’re in this thing together'

mentality, the culture of the fifties reiterated the notion of class along the lines of who could and
who could not buy their way to happiness." 86 Similarly, Warren Susman argued that there was a
change represented by such inverse opposites as comic books and theologians, which he targeted
as the sources responsible for Americans' discovery of a new representation of themselves as
living in a modem world marked by hypocrisies juxtaposed against the old representation of

themselves as socially responsible, self - reliant, and optimistic.87 Other sources illustrating that
growing anxiety existed usually focused on the emerging civil rights movement or pop culture
creations, such as the icon of rebellious youth as engendered by James Dean. Intellectuals, such

as David Reisman, wrote about the growth of an other-directed America, and even future
presidential advisers like Arthur Schlessinger, Jr. cautioned as early as 1949 that we were not

capable of transcending our inherent limitations, and that history was marked not by progress,
but by anxiety and frustration.88 The 1950s proved to be a time of disaffection and discontent for
many Americans as they considered the repercussions of living in a Cold War era.
Not all scholars agree that widespread apprehension existed. Historian Paul Boyer claimed
that anxiety resulting from the use of nuclear weapons had dissipated by 1950 simply because

the American public became desensitized to the nuclear threat as a consequence of the massive

86 Stewart Ewen, Captains of Consciousness: Advertising and the Social Roots of the Consumer Culture (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1976), 215. Ewen stopped short, however, of expressing that the decade was marked by
conflict and does not argue that the fifties were the beginning of a new periodization; instead the decade only
witnesses the resurgence of past problems concerning social tensions.
87 Warren Susman with the assistance of Edward Griffin, "Did Success Spoil the United States? Dual
Representations in Postwar America," in Recasting America: Culture and Politics in the Age of the Cold War, ed.
Lary May (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989), 26.
88 Arthur Schlessinger, Jr., "The Causes of the American Civil War: A Note on Historical Sentimentalism," in
The Causes of the American Civil War, ed. E. C. Rozwenc (Boston: Heath, 1961).
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amount of government propaganda focusing on the positive attributes of nuclear science.89
Boyer contended that David Lilienthal, head of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, obscured
the negative impact of nuclear applications. According to Boyer, Lilienthal successfully

popularized the praiseworthy aspects of nuclear technology rather than the destructive potential,
and thus Americans’ fears of a nuclear threat subsided. 90 This is not the entire picture, however.
Many Americans were still concerned with the possibility of a nuclear war and the negative

consequences of nuclear science. In spite of Lilienthal’s efforts, children who had to endure civil
defense drills in school no doubt realized the threat, while alarmed adults built backyard bomb

shelters. Citizens were regularly bombarded with nuclear concerns, whether they were positive
or negative, and the worry over living in a precarious nuclear world undeniably produced

varying degrees of anxiety. The prevalent uneasiness about nuclear science and the changes
wrought by living in a nuclear age affected virtually all areas of life.
Americans had to face the reality that personal responsibility and optimism could not solve
problems such as the threat of nuclear war and advertisers responded by seeking to convince

Americans that hard work and Yankee ingenuity might not dispel their personal or national
insecurities resulting from a nuclear threat, but that quite possibly technology could. The trend

was specifically evident in ads for guns. Gun ads revealed the veneration of technology as well
as suggesting the best way to deal with problems of individual and social insecurity was through

consuming technologically advanced products. The promotion of guns also spoke to the pressure
felt by Americans to fill up their leisure time with activity, and many of the activities suggested

were, of course, gender specific. Some other consumerist leisure options for men included the

89 Paul Boyer, By the Bomb’s Early Light: American Thought and Culture at the Dawn of the Atomic Age (New
York Pantheon Books, 1985), 291-93.
90 Ibid., 294.
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beginning of the do-it-yourself craze as well as fishing and hunting.91 All of these activities

relied on the purchase of the necessary equipment at a time when consumption was viewed as a
vote for the American way.

Americans lived in a consumer society and validated its entrenchment in American culture in
the fifties by unprecedented participation in consumption through purchasing all sorts of goods,

such as washing machines, ranch houses, and cars. The fact that such dispensable items as the

hula-hoop and the Slinky became such big sellers only testified to the fact that American
consumption blended faddishness with affirmations of American capitalism. Partaking in high

levels of consumption became a way for Americans to fit in and alleviate fears of non

conformity. Ewen argues that:
many Americans went into cultural hiding, destroying or secreting all traces of
differentiation. If differentiation was an indicator of disloyalty, then the monochromatic,
standardized integrants of a vigorously consumed existence could provide a safe persona
during this difficult and, for many, terrifying period. More than a vehicle for the good
life, self-definition by commodities pointed the way to a safe life.92
In a decade where an overwhelming emphasis on conformity was equated with being a good

American, any way to express congruity would naturally be accepted and practiced. Moreover,
at a time when being different was often pointed to as evidence of being a potential Communist,

many Americans sought out participation in activities which would serve as an indication of their
membership in the social consensus.
In addition to believing that an abundance of goods could function as an indicator of

patriotism as well as a national ideal, Americans during the fifties also celebrated technology as a

hallmark of American life. Lary May argued that "Faith in scientific wizardry permeated

91 Warren Susman, "Did Success Spoil the US?," 25.
92 Ewen, Captains of Consciousness, 214.
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popular culture" evidencing that faith in technology had saturated much of American life. 93

The confidence in technology was also shared by those like social critic Daniel Bell, who was
celebrated by critics for his argument in The End ofIdeology that technology coupled with social
science would create a new frontier of abundance in the U.S.94 Suddenly, faith in technology

translated itself into a new nationalism. Americans were appalled when Nikita Khrushchev
refused to acknowledge what Americans felt was the scientific superiority of the American home

full of appliances. 95
By the postwar era, many celebrated scientifically advanced means of mechanization as an

essential cornerstone of American society. The new emphasis on and faith in technology was
quickly becoming an Expansion of Turner's frontier thesis; technological superiority was

becoming the new determinant of American ideals in the new frontier of space. Historians, such
as Arnold J. Toynbee, argued that technology could foster democracy in non-Westem countries.

He suggested:
We should be ready to help countries living under near-Communist regimes; for we
should realize that some such dispensations this may be the inevitable price of the forced
march that these countries have to make if they are to try to catch up with us. And we
should also have faith enough in our own way of life to believe that, if we do give a
helping hand to peoples who have been compelled by a temporary necessity to put
themselves under non-Russian totalitarian regimes, they will take to our Western liberty
just as soon as they find themselves able to afford it.96
Toynbee believed supporting the technological growth of non-Westem countries was the best

way to democratize, and in essence, Americanize them. In fostering technological growth,

93 Lary May, Recasting America: Culture and Politics in the Age of Cold War (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1989), 4-5.
94 Daniel Bell, The End of Ideology: On the Exhaustion ofPolitical Ideas in Fifties (Glencoe, EL: Free Press,
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95
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1951, reprint in Technology and Social Change, ed. and intro, by Wilbert E. Moore (Chicago: Quadrangle Books,
1972), 171-72.
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democracy and seeds of resistance to Communism would be planted. Yet, as philosopher
Andrew Feenberg pointed out, technology does not determine the structure of any given society,

rather, a society's culture shapes technology. 97
Still, during the decade of the 1950s, as Bruce R. Smith put it, "the march of technology was

considered benevolent and liberating."98 In general, this attitude would persist with little
reproach, although some writers began questioning the ramifications of technology, while
stopping short of criticizing most of its consequences. Writer Charles Frankel cited the typical

responses to the launching of Sputnik as either a fear that American education was inadequate, or
the dismissal of the satellite launch as irrelevant and inconsequential. However, he argued the

real issue revealed by Sputnik vi&s the need to assess the social consequences of technical
change. 99

It is not difficult to understand why postwar Americans venerated technology. It was, after
all, a technological feat of radical proportions which brought World War II to an end. The bomb,
many Americans believed, saved countless Allied soldiers' lives by quickly ending the war and

rendering a total and unconditional surrender. In addition, after the war ended scientific
advancements reached to almost every part of the world."

100

Most notably, it infiltrated

Americans’ homes through a proliferation of consumer goods aimed to make life easier and more

fulfilling. With increased purchasing power, more Americans engaged in unprecedented

consumption and were lured by increasingly sophisticated advertisements. According to
advertising historian Roland Marchand, advertising even in the 1920s functioned as a
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spokesperson for modernism by exalting technological advances and disseminating news of

progress to the nation.

101

Marchand is correct in identifying the advertising industry as a

disseminator of the attributes of technology, but advertising also worked to convince consumers
that by participating in the consumption of particular goods, they were also validating the

supremacy of technology while subconsciously reinforcing attitudes about the Cold War.

Consumption can function as a means through which purchasers can receive and endorse an

advertiser’s message. Andrew Wernick argues that, "To accept the selling message [of an ad] is
to accept the values it presupposes. By representing the values in the ad visually or in text, the

ad naturalizes them, and thus reinforces their hold." 102 The attempt to lure consumers into
purchases by preying on Cold War anxieties was especially evident in advertisements for guns

during the 1950s. As part of this strategy, advertisers used the growing exaltation of technology
as a way to promote and sell their firearms.

The belief that technological superiority would protect the nation from outside threats
pervaded American society on all levels, including the business world. Advertisers marketed

products by focusing on the technological qualities of goods more than any other attributes of the
products for sale. This trend appeared in almost all advertising, from household products such as

freezers, to goods for leisure activities such as guns. Advertisements for firearms were notable
examples of the ways in which manufacturers marketed a product on the basis of focusing on and
promoting its technological qualities. Early in the postwar period, advertisements for guns

101 Roland Marchand, Advertising the American Dream: Making Wayfor Modernity, 1920-1940 (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1985), 359.
102 Andrew Wernick, Promotional Culture (London: Sage Publications, 1991), 23.
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gradually shifted from a focus on the aesthetics, value, and technology of the weapon to an

almost exclusive emphasis on the technological capabilities and cost of the gun advertised. The

primary theme of the ads as the Cold War intensified, increasingly emphasized the technological
innovations of the guns.

While the Cold War emphasis on technology did not become clearly discernible-until the
latter years of the 1950s, the implications and rhetoric of the Cold War appeared soon, although

rather indistinctly, in various gun advertisements. In 1947, the Progressive Farmer featured an

ad for Winchester guns with an illustration of a large black bird attacking a quail's nest full of
eggs (Figure 1). The gun advertised, a Winchester 22 rifle, was suitable for "pest hunting" and
the graphic correspondingly illustrates one kind of pest. Yet, the ad suggests several other issues

not explicitly mentioned. For instance, the black predatory bird, depicted in a threatening pose,
is used to represent a "pest," and the ad suggests the best way to deal with a pest is to kill it with
a weapon making it easy and quick - "as fast as you can pull the trigger." 103 The black bird

seems sinister in the picture with its wings spread, its beak open, and its large claws clenched
and ready to spring on the vulnerable eggs. At the same time, the small quail appears

defenseless against such an imposing predator. She will not be able to resist the advances of the
raider and her innocent eggs will be destroyed through no fault of her own. 104 This perhaps

suggests the idea of an attack on one's own property from an outside source, whether an actual
violent attack or an ideological attack on one's way of life, was a growing fear in the United
States. The Cold War was well under way and the fear of an attack from a sinister power was

heightened by increased defense spending, military build-ups, propaganda, McCarthyism, and a

103 The Progressive Farmer, May 1947, 40.
104 Interestingly, the word "quail" may also be defined as 'to recoil in dread or cower1, perhaps suggesting the
passive, non-confrontational characteristic of the bird.
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burgeoning nuclear arms race. 105 Whether the target was an unsuspecting country or
unprotected eggs, as the ad suggests, the best way to deal with pests and enemies, whether fowl

or communist
is to dispose of them with guns. The image of the predatory blackbird attacking the innocent

quail was possibly viewed as a verification of the Truman Doctrine's warning of communist
nations trying to take over where vacuums of power existed throughout the world. The United

States was not the only nation threatened; other defenseless nations are at risk of being the
victim of communism. Moreover, the ad entreats individuals to start their own rifle club,

suggesting there is a need for group efforts and community in a period of uncertainty. The
opportunity to win a Ranger Shooting Emblem by shooting well also implies that one can be

rewarded with an emblem suggestive of the military for proficiently using the gun.

A 1950 ad in the Progressive Farmer in 1950 echoes the same themes (Figure 2). It advises
readers that Winchester guns, of various models, were suitable for "pest shooting." The same

advertisement suggests to the audience that it is not enough to "fumble" the target, you must
"tumble" it. Thus it is not sufficient to merely cripple or incapacitate the objective; it must be

completely eliminated. The ad also describes the Model 24 as "rugged" and the Model 25 as

"dependable," both terms suggesting hallmarks of American character and the western

frontier.

106

Indeed, Winchester's trademark emblem is that of a man determinedly galloping on

a horse while holding a gun, thus adding the suggestion of the west to all Winchester products

and subsequently equating their guns with qualities associated with the American frontier. In
evoking such images, the ad hints that this is the spirit needed for times of uncertainty.

105 For an in-depth analysis of factors contributing to the Cold War refer to Frank Kofsky's Harry S. Truman and
the War Scare of 1948 (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1995).
106 The Progressive Farmer, February 1950, 53.
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Moreover, due to the emphasis on guns as critical war tools in wartime advertisements, the
promotion of guns as a way to deal with enemies may have persisted even after the end of the
war. Elements of the postwar indoctrination that containment ensured security seem evident, and

perhaps advertisers hoped that potential consumers of guns would translate this to mean that gun
owners could exercise their own form of containment through pest constraint. Neither of these
early postwar ads, however, devoted mubh attention to the technology of the guns advertised. 107

Other gun manufacturers, such as Remington, gradually began to use ads laden with
technological language describing their commodities. A 1951 Field and Stream ad for the
Wingmaster Model 870 represents the shift to a greater emphasis on technology (Figure 3). It
discussed the mechanical features special to the Wingmaster, such as "Breech block [which]
locks into barrel extension - gives longer life, less wear, constant head space ... another

"Wingmaster exclusive," a "Heavy steel Vari-Weight plug," and "twin action bars [to] divide the
•

•

•

•

•

force of your pump stroke, preventing binding and twisting."

108

This is one of the first

promotions to devote separate space in the ad to discussion of the distinct technical
characteristics of a gun. Almost all of the copy is dedicated to discussing and pointing out the
gun's innovative features to the consumer, a precursor of gun ads for the rest of the decade. The

gun is also America's most-wanted and is a perfect do-it-yourself weapon in that there is no

"factory fitting" and no tools are needed to ready the gun for different types of shooting. The

owner of this gun can be truly self-sufficient, a traditional characteristic of Americans, and
consequently not an attribute of communists. The Wingmaster was essentially three guns in one

making it a bargain which is easily affordable in the American capitalistic system. Furthermore,

107 Many events were occurring at this time that contributed to the intensification of the Cold War such as the
creation of NSC-68 in 1950 and the beginning of the Korean War.
108 Field and Stream, December 1951, 64-65.
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its adaptability is functional and the advertiser is suggesting that this versatility is an essential
trait needed for survival on the frontier and in the modem age.

Likewise, a 1952 ad for the Remington "Gamemaster" exhibits the same method of using

technological references in their gun advertisements (Figure 4). It includes pictures depicting the
latest technical fabrications of the gun, such as a "New Tapered Chamber" and a "Rotary

Multiple-Lug Breech Bolt [which] locks bolt and barrel together securely. Insures constant head

space . . . delivery of full cartridge energy." 109 The ad also provides a step by step description of
how some of the new innovations worked. It specifies how the "completely new center fire rifle
design" operated with a new bolt that "As it closes, it turns ... and row upon row of steel lugs

lock into integral steel barrel grooves. The bolt head is completely encased, with no extractor

cuts." Still, the ad uses some of the earlier techniques of gun advertising. The aesthetic qualities
of the Model 760A are mentioned, such as the "Stock and fore-end of genuine American walnut"

and the "Extension semi-beavertail fore-end." Likewise, the consumer is told the gun is a great
bargain with a "low price hard to believe!" This gun is promoted as being a good deal,

suggesting that superior technology and capitalism fit snugly together because the gun is

advanced and affordable. The bullets illustrated in the ad appear almost like miniature missiles

proposing that the gun could launch smaller versions of these larger, more deadly weapons.

Likewise, the gun is compared to the Ml rifle used by the military and the ad mentions that it is
"built on the same principle as heavy ordnance guns."110 The references to the military indicate

to consumers that they can have a weapon comparable to that used by the armed forces. While
the ad went further than previous ones in its concentration on the technological mechanisms of
the firearms, it still did not break with customary advertising methods in stressing aesthetics and

109 Field and Stream. September 1952, 8.
110 Ibid.
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value to the consumer. The focus on value, however, insinuates that advertisers were also

promoting how American capitalism could make guns available at affordable prices. The shift

from making crude allusions to the Cold War to the more obvious emphases on technology
would happen gradually. Technology eventually became the dominant focus in the
advertisements because it offered the solution for eliminating anxieties stemming from larger

concerns about security and establishing technological superiority.
Other gun manufacturers also slowly began to underscore the technology of their guns in
advertisements. In 1952, the Savage Arms Corporation began attempts to convince consumers
that developing modernized weapons was a part of their manufacturing tradition (Figure 5).

Consumers were informed that, "For 50 years Savage has been a recognized leader in pioneering
improvements in gun design ... in developing new models ... to meet changing needs." The

emphasis on continued attempts to modernize their guns was proclaimed as a part of the Savage
heritage, rather than alerting consumers that this was just a new advertising technique brought on

by the overall emphasis on technology in American society at large sparked by the Cold War.
Savage, and others, wanted to appear as if they had always championed technology and
incorporated it into their production processes. The ad also educates the reader about the

destructive power of Savage rifles when loaded with Savage ammunition, asserting that, "Savage
developed top notch cartridges . . . for smashing power" as well as having the ability to "produce

more effective execution at all hunting ranges." The combination of the gun and the bullets
would easily destroy the objective and offers an almost effortless killing method. This may have
been an appealing subliminal suggestion to hunters in a nation where the easy destruction of an

enemy seemed to be a popular, viable solution. Even if the eradication of communism would not

prove so easy, at least consumers could eliminate hunting game readily. The bullet pictured in
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the ad is noted for its mushroom shape which aids in "effective execution at all hunting ranges."

This appears as a vague reference by the advertiser that the bullet, just as the bomb, can kill at

any range with maximum efficiency because it is a technical innovation. The Savage Bolt
Action Repeating Rifle is promoted as having the "latest developments in modern rifle design
available at an amazingly low price" 111 Again, producers are trying to convince Americans that
the capitalistic system made technology affordable and attainable. Moreover, Savage noted in
the ad that their Model 24 was the ’’most versatile gun on the market today” and it is a

"dependable, many-purpose gun for use in camps, boats, on the farm, or in the field."

119

The

copy here alluded to traditional American qualities, such as versatility and adaptability, which
supposedly made success on the frontier possible. Savage guns were affordable, technologically

advanced, and could seemingly bestow American attributes on the owner.

Interestingly, the United States had also developed something exhibiting what the gun
industry called "smashing power" in the hydrogen bomb. In November 1952 the U.S. detonated
its first hydrogen bomb which possessed greater power than the atom bomb. The real evidence
of its power, however, was exhibited in 1954 with the detonation of an H-bomb at Bikini Atoll.

This bomb had the smashing power equivalent to fifteen million tons of dynamite and was 750
times more powerful than the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima. Perhaps owning this gun
could make consumers feel as if they too could own a version of a devastating weapon. The H-

bomb also symbolized the need of Americans to keep ahead of the Soviets in nuclear arms

development through inventing more devastating weapons. Similarly, the gun manufacturers

appealed to consumers' need to stay ahead of everyone by purchasing the newest, most
innovative, and consequently the most destructive firearms. The constant upgrading of

1.1 Field and Stream, September 1952, 12.
1.2 Ibid.
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commodities also implies that the user should possess technologically sophisticated knowledge.
Consumers wishing to possess advanced firearms may also have wanted them to demonstrate

that they had the technical knowledge and abilities needed to operate such weapons. In a world
increasingly marked by technology, consumers felt that the aptitude to operate these guns might

exhibit their proficiency in being able to competently function in a technological society. When
this became part of the motivation to purchase guns, consumers began buying them not just to

relieve the anxiety of living in a tension-filled age and to assert their masculinity; they were

motivated to buy them to evince their technical know-how that symbolizes the nation’s
technological superiority.

Other gun makers attracted consumers with less direct appeals to their desire for technological

advancements in guns. A 1952 Field and Stream advertisement taken out by the Ithaca Gun
Company stressed that ’’Since 1880” the company had made ’’Great Guns" and that they were

created with "three generations” of expertise (Figure 6). These superior firearms were presented
as superior to all other guns because Ithaca made "the best." The ad also used an image of an
older man clad in a fur coat and hat holding a gun, perhaps to suggest that their guns were as

rugged as the man pictured or that an Ithaca gun would impart this characteristic American virtue
of the frontier upon the owner. Ithaca appeared to actually propose that ruggedness, tradition,

and experience were necessary attributes for hunting and in times of uncertainty such as the Cold
War.113

A 1955 advertisement for the Marlin Model 56 Lever Action was one of the first to mention
engineering in its copy (Figure 7). The ad argued, "This newest triumph of Marlin engineering
actually rivals the speed of fast semi-automatics. ii

113 Field and Stream, September 1952, 63.
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In addition, the ad contained a detailed
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diagram illustrating the shorter stroke needed to pull the trigger to fire the weapon. The

"Drawing shows shorter 'finger-flick' stroke of Marlin Model 56 Levermatic compared to 90

degree stroke needed for conventional lever action rifles." 115 The manufacturers of the Marlin

attempted to use a technical diagram to illustrate the advanced technology used by them in
producing and creating superior firearms. The technological images in this ad had become more

specific in the illustration showing how the fingers and the lever move. This was a more indepth promotion of technology than most previous ads and it signifies how gun advertising

would rely more heavily on espousing technology in their promotions. However, the shift would

occur by degrees and the focus on technology would remain limited until the latter years of the
decade. Even the Marlin ad, with its use of scientific appeals, still urged consumers to buy their
gun based on the exceptional price and even offered an "easy-pay plan" as a significant reason to

purchase the brand.

116

Still, the mention of the easy payment plan is important because it

informs consumers that they could obtain the gun immediately. The option of possessing the gun
now and paying later meant that there was no delayed gratification, which is yet another

praiseworthy component of a consumer society.

In 1955 Remington issued an ad featuring several gun models, describing each one with
technological language and with some mention of each model's appealing appearance (Figure 8).

The Model 870 Wingmaster is described as "Beautiful" and "has richly engraved hunting scenes,

lavish gold inlay, rare and exquisitely finished walnut." 117 Still, the manufacturer confessed that
the real importance of the gun was in its technological attributes such as "rotary multiple-lug
breech bolt. u

118

While in earlier advertisements, the emphasis would have been on the aesthetics
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of the weapon, but the focus increasingly Shifted to its scientific improvements. Another
important aspect of the ad was Remington's promotion of all of the models' "exclusive" features.

The ad contained six separate pictures, each depicting one of the features unique to Remington.

This may have prompted the consumer to believe that their guns are more technologically
advanced than those of other manufacturers, and therefore that Remington was the best firearm
because it had several new and distinct features that were exclusive to the company. In addition,

one of the six small graphics in the 1955 ads was an illustration including a man in military
uniform. The advertisement read that the gun achieves maximum strength "From heavy

ordnance guns." The indication is that the gun not only possessed technical advances from the
military, but it is also improved them for domestic use. Even if the military seemed to be lagging
behind in the quest for technological superiority in space, gun manufacturers wanted consumers

to know that their guns possessed military qualities but were technically advanced. In addition,

the soldier pictured in the ad was an enlisted man, indicating that the gun may be used easily by
anyone regardless of rank or skill. Also relating to the military are the bullets expelled from the

gun which look like small missiles dropping to the ground. The gun was promoted as having
"lightning fast POWER-MATIC action" indicating that it could perform quickly and powerfully

due to its technological advances.

The promotion of technology to appeal to consumers was also used by Winchester to sell

firearms. To market their Model 70, Winchester informed consumers in 1955 that they
continuously tested their products (Figure 9). They claimed that the "testing never stops" in

order to convince consumers that the technological innovations of their products were evaluated
and proven. The image of the older male used to depict part of the testing process evoked a
sense of expertise and especially experience. Likewise, the image of the bear in the next picture
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is also suggestive of various ideas. The bear was typically associated with the Soviet Union, and

in this graphic it is obviously an angry, threatening animal ready to strike perhaps alluding to the
nation which Americans believed was ready to strike at any moment without provocation. The

bear is not as threatening as one might at first believe however, because the Model 70's “brawny
strength" is capable of eliminating the danger. Ironically, this brawny strength is also a

quintessential American trait which can overcome any obstacle, whether it be the frontier or the

Russians. Furthermore, the gun, like America itself, can withstand "falls, jars, and hard knocks
right in stride" and still manages to perform well and "deliver a knockout wallop any time,

anywhere. t.

119

The Winchester Model 70 seemed to become the embodiment of fundamental

American qualities because it can endure setbacks and injuries yet still prevail in the face of

danger. This undoubtedly would have been reassuring to individuals experiencing the anxiety
related to the Cold War. The gun was presented as versatile because it was "At home on any

continent," but the "best news" is that it can be purchased on a payment plan. Winchester
assured consumers that the gun could eliminate threats, and that it was also affordable and easily

obtained. The American economic structure allowed for immediate gratification of desire as

well as easy accessibility to such an award-winning firearm that could provide relief from Cold
War tensions.

120

The Ithaca Gun Company of New York ran an ad in the October 1955 issue of Field and
Stream which serves as an exceptional example of how technology was becoming an

increasingly integral part of gun advertisements (Figure 10). The ad is entitled, "Ithaca
Bombshells for '55" and it includes a photo of a bomb exploding in what appears to be a

119 Field and Stream, October 1955, 69.
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desert.

121

The photograph is reminiscent of and perhaps alluded to the explosion of a nuclear

bomb. This suggests that the gun advertised could produce parallel results in that it could

obliterate the objective. Also, it possibly suggests to consumers they could own their own piece

of Cold War technology in some small, related way, and since they could not obtain a nuclear

device, at least they could own an "Ithaca bombshell." Like the bomb, the gun could be used in

"any outdoor conditions, dawn, dusk, overcast, rain, fog, dark woods, snow, moonlight, etc." It
could be utilized in these various situations due to the sight's "Scientific light-gathering action"

and because of this technological innovation it "Improves an man’s shooting." The ad suggests
that the wonders of technology have enabled men to shoot better with advanced guns as well as

allowing the United States to develop a versatile and effective weapon such as the bomb. The
advances in gun making and bomb production would not be cheap, however. Although the ad

stressed there are lower prices, it states that some models of the gun could be as high as S2,000.
Advertisers tried to convince consumers that the cost of personal weapons would be somewhat
expensive, but like nuclear weapons they were worth the cost. The technological advances of the
gun "Protects the shooter," indicating that technology is the best means to provide defense. 122

In 1957 Remington began marketing their big game rifles as "the most advanced" guns ever
(Figure 11). The ad proclaimed that the gun possessed "exclusive modem features" and was
more than well made, it was "engineered a lifetime ahead." This is a clear indication that the

manufacturer wished to go beyond focusing on craftsmanship and emphasized instead that the

method used to make this gun was based on scientific research and planning. The ad also
asserted that Remington's big game rifles were a "lifetime ahead" in accuracy, ease of shooting,

and strength and dependability. Technology had yet again worked to create a finer firearm

121 Field and Stream. October 1955, 94.
122 Ibid
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which embodied scientific advancements and famed American characteristics. Advertisers told
the audience that when they owned one of these guns they were "master of a firearm so advanced

in design it will be ahead for a lifetime," in an attempt to convince consumers that by

implication, they will also be master of new technology. This scientific know-how was a new

American characteristic needed for survival on the frontier of the Cold War and not just
necessary for operating Remington firearms. Every effort was made in the advertisement to

assure consumers that Remington was on the cutting edge of technological innovation. Special
attention was even given to Remington’s progress in creating "High-strength steels - many of
them special steels made to order in Remington's own metallurgical division." 123 Thus,

Remington not only used the latest scientific innovations; they also created new technology to

improve their guns.
By the end of 1957, the shift to an almost exclusive emphasis on technology in firearm

advertising was virtually complete. Winchester, for instance, published an ad in October of that

year for their Model 50 in which almost the entire focus of the promotion is the technological
capabilities of the gun (Figure 12). The ad consists of two solid paragraphs of text elaborating

on the latest innovations in Winchester gun manufacturing, and boasts that "Modem metallurgy
and ballistic science have teamed up to turn out the finest autoloading shotgun ever built."
According to the ad, the marriage of metallurgy and ballistic technology "changed the whole

concept of autoloading design. fi

124

Winchester claimed that it changed the concept of this

design in order to inform consumers that their gun was more advanced than others were and
because the design was so innovative. This was intended to appeal to consumers’ need to possess

the latest and most advanced technology. The gun was termed "revolutionary" and the ad

123 Field and Stream. October 1957, 90-91.
124 Ibid., 42.
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claimed that it incorporated the most modem scientific developments through its "use of new,

light Alumalloy." The rest of the text mentioned how the gun was "incorporating new

engineering modifications," yet another confirmation by the manufacturer that the Model 50 was

a technologically superior weapon.125 Women and younger hunters are also mentioned in the ad
suggesting that guns and technology could benefit everyone. The ad also included six illustrated
squares, each containing a discussion of different features of the gun, including several devoted

to showcasing technical attributes, such as one describing the use of a "miracle metal." 126 The
accepted notion in the United States of "the more technologically advanced the better" is readily

apparent in this advertisement. The ad copy seeks to manipulates that conviction in an attempt to

attract customers who believed the Cold War axiom by offering them the technological
superiority they felt necessary and important in an atomic age, particularly after the devastating
blow to American pride and perceived preeminence after the Russian launch of Sputnik in 1957.

Evidence of public alarm seemed to materialize in the 1958 congressional election. The

Democrats gained control of Congress partly because their accusations that the Republicans were
to blame for America's lack of scientific advancement found support among constituents and

appealed to their concerns. Likewise, Sputniks orbit and the escalated efforts of the United
States to compete with the Russians in the race for space continued to affect gun advertising. For

example, a 1958 ad for the Weatherby Mark V employed a space theme to market the gun
(Figure 13). Like contemporary promotions, the advertisement focused heavily on the

technology of the gun and even included a detailed diagram of the gun's bolt action assemblage.
This image of the mechanism looks almost like a design for showing how a missile works, with
the bullet closely resembling an actual missile. Part of the caption below the sketch read "No

125 Ibid., 42-43.
126 Ibid., 43.
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other rifle in the world gives you such absolute protection, suggesting that the gun could provide
an unparalleled level of safety which is the same attitude many Americans had regarding actual

missiles. The real significance of the ad, however, is the image of the gun suspended between
the earth and outer space. It seems to propose the gun could become a link to the outer world of

space and offer a means to reach outer space, if one purchases the firearm. Consumers, then,

were persuaded to think the gun was not only a technological marvel, but also a weapon

produced by space age technology which gave the gun its "modem, streamlined appearance."
Almost a year after Sputnik orbited the earth, Weatherby insinuated that their gun could perform
the same technological feat. The copy proclaimed that the Mark V is the "World’s Most

Powerful" with the "World's Strongest Action. ii

127

Weatherby was telling consumers that this

American gun was the most forceful gun in the world thus superseding all others. This weapon

was hailed by the advertisers as "Tomorrow's Rifle Today," yet another indication of its

advanced design and capabilities. The advertisement suggests also that while America might be

falling behind in the development of space technology, it was remaining superior in the
production of private weapons. Thus, Americans could rest easy knowing that at least gun
manufacturers were making firearms that were scientifically advanced and ready for the space

age and by implication other types of technology in America was not far behind.
The earlier theme of guns being able to alleviate Cold War anxieties resurfaced in a J. C.
Higgins ad produced in 1958 (Figure 14). Prior ads suggested that guns could relieve the

individual of pests, but this ad offered a new perspective on the notion. The Model 66 had the

latest invention to deal with a mechanical difficulty, a "New gas operation [that] tames recoil."128

127 Held and Stream, September 1958, 87.
128 Ibid., 97.
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Ads now claimed that guns could correct problems with technological advancements. Recoil had

to be reduced because it is a function which could cause shooters to miss the target or even injure
themselves. The idea of taming recoil suggests that the manufacturer had addressed the notion
that with advanced technology there may be some kind of repercussions. For example, when the
gun is fired, the result is recoil, which may hurt the shooter and in taming it they were guarding

consumers against any unfortunate repercussions resulting from the use of their advanced

weapon. In doing so, there was no need for the consumer to worry about the consequences of

using the gun because technology could solve the problems created by it. The ad also claimed
hunters could "get more game, too, because of smoother gas operation. ii

129

This scientifically

superior gun could not only resolve difficulties because of its technology, but it could also help
the hunter to be more successful in his sporting endeavors in reducing the amount of recoil of a
gun after firing. This was a gun which could "tame" problems just by more efficiently aiding the

user to kill them, reinforcing the idea that the best way to deal with dilemmas was to eliminate

them through violent means with a technically advanced tool. At the same time, the United
States was hoping that the development of NASA would be a technologically oriented solution

for taming the threat posed by the Soviets and preventing possible harm to the nation.
The intensified attention to scientific progress led to such increased veneration of technology
that individuals began to all but canonize the achievements procured through technological

advancements. Possession of advanced technical devices generated pride for some owners, and
the manufacturers of Beretta firearms were quick to market their guns on this basis (Figure 15).

In 1958, the manufacturer insisted to the potential consumer that a Beretta firearm would be a
great source of satisfaction for the owner. It could also generate pride because potential owners

129 Ibid.
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knew that they must possess the knowledge necessary to operate such technologically
sophisticated weapons, thus imparting a sense of self-satisfaction in knowing how to use
scientifically advanced objects in a nation which revered such devices and know-how. The ad

declared that a purchaser would "take pride in your Beretta knowing the sleek exterior beauty is
but a reflection of. . . its Workmanship." 130 The only reason the appearance of the gun was

mentioned was to facilitate a better description of how remarkably the gun was fashioned. It was
fabricated so remarkably because it employed the use of "finer-grain alloy steel," of course a
technical innovation.

131

Technology enhanced the quality of the gun and it could also provide

gratification and fulfillment for consumers through knowing that they not only owned such an
advanced instrument, but also because they possessed the skills needed to operate it. In addition,
the advertisement told consumers that there is "lighter recoil" and it yields a "clean" kill. In this

way, the maker eliminates annoyances that result from killing even the negative consequences of

technology such as recoil. In addition, in sanitizing the killing process and rendering a cleaner
kill, the gun is more efficient at eliminating the objective. Increased efficiency is yet another

benefit of technology and another attribute often celebrated by Americans. Technology involved
not only reducing the possibility of harm to consumers; it is also effectively tidied the once

messy act of killing. Beretta claimed their guns were "reasonably priced," another vindication of
the capitalistic system that made these exceptional weapons equally attainable to virtually all

consumers. Consumers were sure to note also that "since 1860 Beretta has been making Better
Guns ... the World Over. n

132

The manufacturer tried to convince the audience that their guns

were part of that American heritage of guns and that they have always been superior in quality to

130 Field and Stream, September 1958, 105.
131 Ibid.
132 Ibid.
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all others in the world. Beretta suggested that American weapons had never been surpassed and

they were still leading the world in gun fabrication and innovation.

The transition to incorporating more and more technology in advertisements for guns seemed
complete by 1959. In that year, the Marlin Firearms Company used an ad with photographs
comparing the way a bullet emerged from a Marlin as opposed to another unidentified gun

(Figure 16). The primary focus of the ad was the bold declaration that the superiority of the
weapon can be proven in just "2 millionths of a second!" Such a quick demonstration indicated
that consumers could receive immediate gratification for their desire to prove their own
technological sophistication. The photos also proved Marlin's superiority in barrel design with

their Micro-Groove Rifling system, for which they were attempting to obtain a patent. The

Marlin was better, the ad argued, because it provides "more uniform muzzle velocities and flatter
trajectories," thus ensuring "an average 20-25% increase in accuracy. .<

133

The significance did

not necessarily lie in the fact that Marlin created this innovation, however. The real importance

of the ad is its exclusive focus on the technological advancements of the gun. Rather than
promoting a specific model of gun, it advertised the technology developed by Marlin. The

audience shifted from mere consumer to knowledgeable scientist who could understand the
physics used to explain the cloud of gas and its significance. The potential buyer was assumed to
be sophisticated enough to understand the scientific attributes of the weapon. Advertising no

longer tried to convince consumers that technology was beneficial because consumers were

expected to accept that notion. The audience must be sophisticated in scientific matters in order

to understand the specifics of technology and to appreciate just how this machine operates. In
this kind of free market society based on advertising, there must be many consumers who are

133 Guns. October 1959, 11.
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knowledgeable enough to make difficult choices. Decisions made by consumers are influenced

by other considerations beside cost; they are expected to make selections established on a

sophisticated awareness of how the products work because advertisers explain and demonstrate.
Accordingly, gun advertisements, as exemplified by this Marlin ad, would concentrate their

graphics and text almost solely on the technological considerations of their products.

Sophisticated weaponry demanded knowledgeable consumers and in purchasing such
commodities consumers could display their mastery of scientific devices.

Yet another example of technology's dominance in gun advertising was in an ad for a new and
improved Weatherby Mark V that appeared in 1959(Figure 17). As it did in 1958, the
manufacturer utilized the space theme, positioning the gun against an outer space background

full of stars, while the gun was likened to a rocket soaring into space. The text made no

references to the aesthetics of the gun; instead it discussed only the technologically advanced
features of the weapon such as:

Nine locking lugs allow for only a 54° uplift of the bolt handle -- in comparison
with the conventional 90°. New streamline bolt sleeve . . . added protection against
accidental flow-back of gases . . . latched floor-plate release .. . precision
adjustable trigger and new thumb-type safety ... all make the Mark V truly
"Tomorrow's Rifle Today!" 134
The gun was being promoted as a futuristic weapon equipped with the latest advances in

technology. Due to these advances, the ad argued that the owner would derive much pride by

virtue of owning such an innovative weapon. Also, the reference to how effortless the new bolt
action is to use implies to consumers that obliteration of the target would be much easier due to

technological advancements. Consumers were once again shown that technology facilitated

elimination of an objective. Moreover, the new Weatherby Mark V is proclaimed to be "The

134 Ibid.. 37.
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World's Most Wanted," evidence that individuals all over the world desired this American

creation, and implying that American technology was the best and most sought after anywhere.

In addition, the manufacturer offered the gun in very unusual calibers, such as .257, .375, .378,
and .460. Perhaps this was a response to consumers' constant demand for new technology, as a

way to prove the nation's scientific superiority. Even if the technology, such as new and
eccentric calibers, were unwarranted and purposeless, the company was perhaps attempting to
produce technology for the sake of technology. The creation of something with no real benefit
suggested the need for technological dominance was so overwhelming and important it induced

manufacturers to invent contrivances of no consequence merely to claim they produced goods
with modem technological capabilities. Weatherby even offered to send consumers a 140-page
book about the latest ballistical data again attesting to the fact that consumers were expected to

understand such complex and physics-related scientific knowledge.

135

The increasing accentuation of technology throughout the Cold War period was indicative of

the overall spirit of the nation, and it also reflected the heightening faith that America's

technologically superior products were the best products. Americans demanded the latest and
most advanced goods, and accordingly, advertisers responded with appropriate advertising

methods. The emphasis on technology and affordability in the advertisements suggested to
consumers that technology would safeguard the nation while consumption of these products

supported the American economic system which allowed such weapons to be available in mass
quantities to almost everyone. Ultimately, the implications of the Cold War finally rendered its

ultimate irony: in the quest for technological superiority, it sparked the invention of nonessential
devices, and functioned to divert important resources away from other meaningful advancements

135 Ibid.
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for society. The ’’bounties pouring forth from American factories and laboratories . . . had

become the chief ideological prop - the most palpable vindication - of’the American way of

life. in

136

Yet, in the relentless pursuit of improved technology, important problems were ignored

while Americans demanded the newest, most advanced products, including firearms. The Cold

War unleashed an arms race that consumed the best American, as well as Soviet, scientists and
researchers for several decades.

137

Technological advancements often prove to be interrelated

and Americans tended to believe that technological know-how coupled with traditional
American attributes and American exceptionalism would guarantee the United States' victory in

the Cold War. Gun manufacturers changed their advertising techniques to create a desire and
demand among consumers for technological innovation during the Cold War era while

attempting to validate and support the American economic structure. Consequently, the

advertisements reflected prevalent attitudes about the Cold War and revealed it had influenced

American society in general by pervading every element of culture, even advertising.

136 Steven J. Whitfield, The Culture of the Cold War (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1991), 71.
136 Gary Cross and Rick Szostak, Technology and American Society, 310.
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Chapter Four
The Legend of the Gun in America: Was It Real or Only
an Advertisement?

By the end of the 1950s, gun advertising gradually shifted its emphasis from marketing guns
for personal protection, leisure, and status symbols to marketing them almost exclusively on their

exceptional technological capabilities. Advertising’s shift in focus happened at the same time as
the Cold War’s sanctioning of technology as the best means to bolster national security. In the

private sector, scientifically-sophisticated weapons were marketed to represent America's overall
technological acumen. Advertisers' suggested that this mastery of technology helped the United

States to prosper and they also implied to audiences that the capitalist free-market system made

such scientific innovation available to the public at reasonable prices. This was the
psychological underpinning of ads that appeared to be tied into marketing guns based on the
latest types of technological gimmicks. In acquiring one of these weapons, the consumer may
have, on the most rudimentary level, assumed protection of the home. Yet, subliminally this
kind of consumption may have affirmed American technological exceptionalism while at the

same time allowing consumers to feel as if they were encouraging the growth of a market
economy where private and public concerns were intricately connected. The gun advertisements

of the 1950s reflect the apprehension of advertisers wishing to protect the economic system
which facilitated their growth and existence as well as consumer's anxieties about living in the

peril of a nuclear age and their attitude toward technology's role in a world marked by major
change and the resulting insecurity.
It appears that advertising may have intensified Americans' reverence of firearms. Certainly,

advertisers tried to appeal to their audience by marketing their commodities based on
technological attributes while appealing to feelings of distress. At the same time, advertisers
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were placing their own attitudes and assumptions in the ads they produced. Advertisers wanted
to justify the capitalist system that allowed their businesses to flourish. At the same time,

advertisers vindicated democracy because they argued that such a political system made their
existence possible and it permitted scientifically advanced goods such as guns to be available to
and affordable for the public. During the 1950s, advertisers were quick to appeal to consumers'
concerns about achieving and maintaining technological superiority. Gun ads reflect this trend in
advertising early in the decade; advertisements for firearms contained many elements of
anticommunist propaganda but as the decade progressed, so did the emphasis of the

advertisements. After the launching of Sputnik, Americans demanded increased attention to
developing technology in order to affirm America's power and to demonstrate that the U.S. was a

scientifically-based culture. Advertisers responded by creating ads which promoted products

based on their scientific advancements. While many ads of the era focused on the scientific
attributes of goods, guns are an excellent example of how the trend manifested itself. Firearm

advertisements followed the popular advertising pattern of promoting technology that was
apparent in many ads as it shifted from subliminal propaganda to sheer science. At the

beginning of the decade, gun advertisements contained few elaborate technological explanations
and relied instead on indirect references to the Cold War. In the latter years of the 1950s, gun

ads were primarily composed of scientific explanations involving physics and technical
diagrams. Advertisers expected consumers to possess sophisticated technical knowledge in order

to understand the ads and operate the commodities.

Advertisements of the 1950s convinced the nation that guns were effective, technologically-

advanced means for solving personal anxieties wrought by living in an era of global insecurity.
For many Americans, they seemed to be living in an age of uncertainty in which scientific
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ingenuity was related to staying alive. The advertisements of the 1950s reflected the
assumptions and ideologies of the professionals who produced them, and to some extent they

may have unveiled the anxieties and attitudes of the public. Understanding the role of

advertising in promoting guns and technology to Americans is important because it can reveal

how advertisers imbed their own ideas into advertising in order to sell their product and in doing
so, how they may have influenced consumer attitudes about specific commodities. The

advertising strategy of gun makers during the 1950s may have intensified America's love affair
with firearms. It also helps to explain how guns came to be associated with traditional American

virtues such as ruggedness and self-reliance. The commercial availability of firearms also

reiterated the belief that capitalism is superior to all other economic systems. Likewise,
understanding advertising for guns illustrates part of the reason why Americans feel that
capitalism, as well as democracy, are the best systems because they allow gun ownership and the

growth of capitalism. This is an important consideration in deciphering how guns rose to such
cultural status in a nation where they were no longer essential to the provision of food or needed
for survival. Many things must be considered and many questions answered in order to explain
America's gun culture, but the influence of advertising is a critical aspect that must be considered

since it is an integral part of consumerist culture. Advertising is also important when assessing

culture because it influences society to such a significant degree. Thus, the advertising of
firearms is an important consideration when attempting to determine society's attitude toward
guns, and such a study can also reveal much about the role of advertising in general.

Advertisements often put forth multiple messages and are often interpreted by consumers in

ways never intended by the producers. Although advertisers obviously appealed to men buying
guns by emphasizing technology and by suggesting the possible resolution of anxiety through
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gun purchases, the reception of these messages still needs to be assessed. It is necessary to

discern the influence of these ads on conceptions of masculinity. The advertisements targeted
men and undoubtedly such promotion had some affect on the ways in which men came to define
manhood. Consumption has typically been a gendered activity and the acquisition of guns in the

1950s is no exception. Most likely, Cold War propaganda was used to market commodities to
women as well as men. As appliance manufacturers appealed to women that their products could

make their domestic duties easier, so did firearm makers appeal to men that their goods could
become a way for males to denote their masculinity and reassert their control in a rapidly

changing world where they often seem to be divested by a rapidly changing world. Some men
may have felt they were losing their identity in a society marked by uniformity and dominated by

a corporate ethos where the individual is subordinate to the group. Men may have also felt their

identities jeopardized because their traditional role as the protector of home and hearth was being

threatened by insecurity wrought by living in an age of nuclear uncertainty and international
peril. Gun advertisers offered men a product through which they could express their manhood
and exhibit mastery over their environment if only in personal rather than collective ways.
Ultimately, the origins of America's gun culture may be found in understanding consumer

culture and its most influential manifestation of advertising. The notion that guns are an inherent
part of American tradition and an integral component of its development may actually be a
distortion of American history that advertisers manipulated in order to sell firearms during the
1950s while promoting their own ideas about capitalism. Ironically, in the process of marketing

guns by appealing to Cold War insecurities, advertisers created a myth about their historical

significance, which still affects how guns are viewed socially and politically at the beginning of
the twenty-first century.
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There’s a

TRADE MARK

Rifle

for Every kind of 22 Shooting

Whatever you want in a 22 rifle—pest hunting,
target shooting or just “plinking”, you’ll find it
in a Winchester. Plenty of choice in styles—and
a wide range of price. There are Winchester
single shot bolt action; Winchester repeaters in
both bolt and slide action; Winchester auto
matics that shoot from 10 to 20 shots as fast as Model 67 Model 61
you can pull the trigger. Winchester Repeating Single Shot Repeater
. Arms Co., New Haven, Conn., Division of Olin WHICH OF THESE
Industries, Inc.
WOULD’ YOU LIKE?

Model 63
10-shot
Automatic

Ask about them at your dealers. Models 61
and 67 shoot 22 Shorts, Longs and Long Rifle
cartridges interchangeably. Mode! 63, the Auto
matic, is chambered for 22 L. R. Super Speed
and 22 L. R. Super-X Rim Fires.
BE A RANGER . . . Win a
RANGER Shooting Emblem
Write for new, FREE, illustrated
booklet telling how to have fun
shooting a rifle . . . how to shoot
straight.. . how to win a Ranger
Shooting Emblem for your jacket.
Start your own rifle club. Mail the
coupon for your free copy today.
No obligation.

I

I
I

TVINCHESTER fea
DIVISION OP

TRADE MARK

ARMS & AMMUNITION MADE FOR EACH OTHER

—> - - i
INDUSTRIES
*NC-

SPORiSMEN’S SERVICE BUREAU—Dept. 7-PF-B, Sporting Arms & Ammmution.
Manufacturer.!* Institute, 343 Lexington Avenue, New York 16, New York
Send me free copy of rifle ohooting booklet. (Pl^afo Print)

NAME

1

! ADDRESS
1 CITY
L...

Figure 1

SPEAKING OF CARTRIDGES
For long-range, high speed, power, especially in
hunting pests and predators, shoot Super Speed
22’s. For plinking and general shooting, Leader
22’s. Both staynless—prevents rust.
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The Progressive Farmer, February 1950
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RUMBLE Eft
Don't fumb&
Not only “tops” for rabbit shooting, but you’ll find these three
high-quality Winchester shotguns also “tops” for squirrel, quail,
pheasant, and duck as well as pest shooting. No farm
should be without one of them.

BEFORE SHOOTING ANY
GAME OR PESTS. CONSULT
YOUP STATE LAWS

Model 25

Model 24

Model 37

A brand new 12-gauge, slide-action
repeater. Its fast action, good looks,
and dependability arc making
it a favorite for all-around
hunting.

A rugged, well-balanced, fast-loading
double gun with barrel and metal
parts of high-grade steel furnished in 12, 16, and
20 gauges.

A strong single-barrel, semi-hammerlcss
shotgun with Winchester full-choke
steel barrel, pistol-grip stock, and
semi-beavertail forearm of American
walnut. Duilt to handle all standard
shells in 12. 16, 20 or .410 gauge.

:i:, V. J
k

.

CHOOSE POWER-PACKED
WINCHESTER SUPER SPEED

u,

'

.'K

LONG RANGE LOADS OR THE

EVER-POPULAR RANGER SHOTSHELLS.

Figure 2
The Progressive
Farmer t
February 1950

on ffiav g Address Dept. 31-1-A, Winchester Repeating Arms Company.
iFffHc C ' vision of Olin Industries. Inc., New Haven 4, Connecticut, for our
U ®^tin
foWcr? on tho Model 25 and other great Winchester shotguns
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1816 — The Oldest Gunmakers in America Present !he Neweit Guns—1951
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The Rernington/'Wingmaster"Mo<lel 370 pump action shotgun
is new and different. It has exclusive new features found in no other
gun. That’s why it is America’s most-wanted pump action shotgun.
*'Wing master’s” plain barrels can be interchanged with any
’'Wingmaster” action without "factory fitting.” You can buy the
barrel length and choke you want from your dealer. Extra barrels
can be switched in a few seconds without tools, for different shoot
ing purposes.
You’ll like the 12-gauge "Wingmaster” "Vari-Weight” steel plug
that fits in the magazine —adds or takes away j, of a pound. Use
the weight when shooting heavy loads for water fowl, or remove
it for a light-weight gun when hunting upland game.
The "Wingmaster’s” pump stroke is scarcely a flick. Twin action
bars--others have only one—prevent twisting and binding.
Before you buy any shotgun—see the Remington "Wingmaster.”
For additional information, see your local dealer or write to: Rem
ington Arms Company, Inc., Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.
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•'•WKgmaiter' 11 Re;. U. S. Pct. Of*, b - Rem'ng'on Artn$ Company, Inc.
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MODEL 870ADL (pictured left). Standard grade 5-shot.

Available in 1 2,16, 20 gauges. Weight: 12 ga. about 7

b ;W

lbs. (without steel plug); 16 ga. about 6% lbs.; 20 ga.
about 6!6 lbs.
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MODEL 87OAP

(color picture above) is de luxe grade

with checkered stock, matted barrel, other extras.

MODEL S70TC

“trap" grade meets every need of

the trap shooter. It comes equipped v/ith ventilated rib,
high-grade checkered stock, extension beavertail fore

end, recoil pad. Weighs about 8 lbs.

MODEL 870 5KEFT GUN

is a fast, natural pointer. Has

ventilated rib, full beavertail lore-end, Remington spe

cial skeet boring.

V
Oni.Y KtMlNfelOH "Tringmcuter" HAS ill THUS FEATURES

A gliding stroke is assured by these
twin action bars. They divide the force
of your punp stroke, preventing bind
ing and twijring.

T? i rm p o

No tools noodod for toke-aown.
You just unscrew magazine cop
and lift barrel off. Extra plain
barrel-, require no fitting.
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Heavy steel "Vari - Weight"
plug, bght wood plug or no plug
give yov three guns in one. Steel
plug in 12 gauge only.

Pl<n<—■ qtyiT-xr> y

brooch block lock* into barrel ex
tension—gives Io tger life, less wear,
constant head space...another " //ing’■taster' exclusive.

1 O CT 1

Shooters forget but a “Wing-iaster"
won't. For eitra safety it's designed not
fo fire if the action is dosed while trigger
is being pre>s«d.
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Fastest hand-operated bsg-game rifle made
revolutionary naw bolt plus encased bolt head!

Never beir.’*c hns a hunting rifle combined such power
ana accuracy v ith such speed and smoothness!
Nc/.cr Jsforn have you seen a slide action (ike the
new Remington ’’Ganaemaster” Model 760! The Model
760 i.- t he fas’es’. of hand-operated rifles, with maximum
handle the powerful 30 06 Spfld.. 300 Sav.,
and 35 Remington calibers.
Remington does it with a completely new .enter lire
rifle design having a remarkable new bolt--built on the
same principle as heavy ordnance guns: the rotary mul
tipie-lug breech bolt
As it closes, it turn? .. and row upon row of steel
lugs lock into integral steel barrel grooves. The bolt

head is completely encased, with no axtractoi cuts, as in
the now famous Model 721 with the ’’world’s strongest
bolt action.”
When that big buck makes his sudden appearance,
you need every possible advantage in order to bring liim
down. You get this advantage in the Model 760
fast
handling for quick shots, yet accurate for long range ...
3 powerful calibers lor all types of North American big
game . . the confidence that goes with maximum
strength and safety.
See the slide-action Model 760 at your Remington
dealer’s soon. It’s the most sensational big-game rifle
ever offered. You’ll find the low*price hard to believe!

And see how Remington big game cartridges

deliver maximum stopping power

for any game
i •

Sob point

Cort lol.!-

Pointed .oft point "Core-Loki '

Whatever game you hunt ... whatever gun you shoot, there’s a
Remington cartridge that’s right for maximum stopping power and
long-range accuracy.
They come in various bullet types, so jou can pick your favor
ite. Popular with many hunters is the Remington "Core-Lokt"
design. When a "Core-Lokt” bullet hits, it penetrates . . then
mushrooms perfectly! Exclusive ’Core-Lokt” design holds it

Vi

W..I ■ I

30-06 SPRINGFIELD

SPECIFICATIONS:
Hamrnnrles!

MODS!

760A

Standard

Grade

plait

35 REMINGTON

multiple-lug breech bolt. Quickly detachable magazine
holds 4 cartridges, which with one in chamber gives a

for extreme accuracy. Stock

capacity of 5 shots. White metal bead front sight mounted

and fore-end of genuine American walnut. Pisto' grip.

•\

300 SAVAGE

solid frame, side ejection. 22-inch barrel,

carefully bored and rifled

Extension

0

fore-end.

semi-beovertoil

Shotgun-style

butt

Cro'-s-bolt safety. Strong encased boll head. Rotary

on molted ramp. Step adjustable semi-buckhorn sporting

rear sight. Weight about 7'/2 pounds. Length over all.
42'4 inches.
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Smooth, Yroubit-frec- Precisely mode ports
ircvei'l
‘
perfectly fitted Doub'c- cction
Magoiine boxes O' f
binding. Eosy loading

Arra:singly Aceuratu. - , od.a-.ed method ol
cosed bolt head ana
receive’ boC’* Up pfC°’
-g bor’d IO *-•
securing
Gomemosler
rifling
in
sion »—-

C.nl,aI. Gan -I' ”O1 fire
;5 be»ng
Rem«natcn
;)tJ whll. ocbon
Crosstrigger is
u smooth <”'d tr 'P
closed. Trigger convenient. po*it’««bo** sa’e’f

interchangeable

For free catalog showing complete line of new Remington guns with full
descript’on, write Remington Arms Company, Inc., Bridgeport 2, Conn.

' 81t—Th ; Oldest Gvnrnoker-. in Ameiica Present the Newest Guns—1952

MuihiCO'r.

Core Loki

Broaze pom!

l’’or long-range shots and maximum penetration, many hunters
prefer the Remingtc n bronze point expanding bullet. It’s excellent
fur all-around hunting purposes.
Shown above are three, bullets in the famous Kemington “CoreLokt” design and the popular bronze point . . all available in a
wide variety of calibers. But whichever you prefer, you can be sure
■f
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Lever Action Repeating Rifle
Cals. Savage .300 and .250-3000
The World’s Most Wanted Hi-Power Rifle because of its lightning fast
lever action and unfailing dependability—proved by more than half
a century of use on big game everywhere. Perfectly balanced, beauti
fully streamlined for fast, natural aim.

fc
‘$4'i

4*
•

:

Model

ravt J

W' -

va/ue

i

$

$48

Bolt Action Repeating Rifle
Cal. .30-30
From muzzle to butt plate the Six age Model 340 is a fine, hi-powec
rille chambered for the popular, effective, readily available .30-30 car
tridge. Exact head space control gives extreme accuracy—disc eleva
tor rear sight allows precise adjustments—bolt handle directly over
trigger for fast operation. And—.Savage production methods make these
latest developments in modern rife design available at an ama^ingjy lew price.

for smallbore shooting
Savage offers a wide choice of .22 caliber rifles, including slide and
bolt action repeaters, auto-loaders, single shots plus the famous .22.410 rifle-shotgun combination—for small game, informal target
shooting and "plinking.” See them at your dealer’s.
MODEL 29 (shown) Oneofthc niO3tpopular,,22’j/’
ever built. Its short slide action—just a flick of
the slide handle ejects .and loads cartridges
smoothly, surely - permits rapid-fire shooting
without disturbing rifle position

$4680

$3695
I

MODEL 24 (shown) The most versatile gun on the market today.
Offers you the instant choice of cither an accurate .22 cal. rifle
or a reliable .•« 10 gauge shotgun. Upper barrel shoots ail .22 cal.
cartridges—under barrel .410 shot shells. A light v> eight, depend
able, many-purpose gun for use in camps, bouts, on the farm or
in the field.
FIELD & STREAM SEPTEMBER 1952
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LEVER ACTION “99”—The Savage Model
O'? is the only hi-power, lever action rifle
which features the streamlined, hammcrless, solid breech design and rotary
magazine. This time-proven action is a
marvel of simplicity, strength and posi
tive functioning. The cycle of operavor.
is quick and positive—permitting fast,
accurate firing without removing the rifle
Jron your shoulder.

■

.••y

I' --*'»• TWA*', . S_.

;

For 50 years Savage has been a recognized leader
in pioneering improvements in gun design ... in
developing new models, new values, to meet
changing needs. Led by the famous Model 99—rhe
most wanted hi-power, lever action, big game rifle ever
designed—Savage offers the shooters of America
a complete line of rifles and shotguns under three
famous brand names . . . Savage—Stevens—Fox.
See them at your dealer’s—write for free catalog.

7

SAVAGE ARMS CORPORATION
Firearms Division

The Savage devt I >ped tup notch cartridges in .300
caliber <fo’ smashing power) and in .250-3000
<. ..liber vfor long range, flat trajectory) produce
more effective execution at all hunting ranges. Note
the uniform expansion, the perfect mushrooming
of this Savage .300 cartridge recovered from a deer
taken with one shot at 200 yards.

Chicopee Falls, Mass.

WSAVAGE
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Figure 5

Field and Stream, September 1952
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Pick up your Ithaca

FEATHERLIGHT

Repeater—there’s

□ backing of three generations of
i
i
i

gunmaking

ini your hands!

Nearly

three quarters <of a century's worth of

skill and precision are in it. You’ve
got something

in

that

FEAFHER-

UGHT!

I

As

the

Ithaca

Gunmakers

say,

"We can’t make all the guns in the

world, so let’s just make the best."

We're not caught up yet — so —
be sure of getting your FEATHER
LIGHT

Repeater

by

seeing

your

Ithaca Dealer now. We'll tell you
where your nearest one is.

■Rte®

Send 10c for catalog of guns and
shooting tips.

fi

/

Si"“ <“»
ITHACA GUN CO., INC.

f

Box I, Ithaca, N. Y.

Figure 6
Field and Stream,
September 1952

|br
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2/3 shorter stroke! Drawing shows
shorter “finger-flick" stroke of Marlin
56 Levermatic compared to 90 degree
stroke needed for conventional lever
action rifles. It’s the pay-off when you
need to get that second—or third or
fourth—shot off fasti

TO TTES 7 LE VER-A CT BON
NEWS SN 50 YEARS!
It’s at your Marlin dealer now—the
Model 56 Levermatic, fastestshooting lever-action .22 in the
history of firearms!

This newest triumph of Marlin
engineering actually' rivals the
speed of fast semi-automatics—
and your sight never wavers
from the target. Your trigger
hand stays in position on the
stock—and a flick of the
fingers ejects the spent
shell, chambers the next
shot ready for firing! Your
linger never leaves the
trigger. You’ve got to see
it to believe it!

'This is It! Actual photo shows how
your fingers move only 2 inches to
open breech, eject spent shell, close
breech and cock trigger—so smooth
and speedy you’ll be amazed!

ti

j'

•t! 1

&

Micro-Groove* accuracy too!
Proven the most accurate rifling of
all—exclusively Marlin! Plus these
other important features: Factorydrilled and tapped for Weaver TipOff ’Scope Mount adapter base;
also Lyman and other receiver
sights. Equipped with open rear
sight and hooded ramp front sight.
Full 7-shot clip magazine takes .22

<w

TV

The Marlin Firearms Company
Dept. FS-105, New Haven, Conn.

I
I
THE NAME FOR GAME
■(

Atariin

I
|

I
I
I

Send me catalog with information and pbotculluslraiiuns of Marlin Gans,
plus new cartoon book. ".Mere Tun With Your .22 Rille". I understand you
will also send
..J nc a pack of (please check) ( ) single ef( ) double edge
or ( ) injector type Mai|<n Razor Blades I enclose 10c for handling

; - '/j

FIELD & STREAM OCTOBER 1955

I
i
I

I
I

1

Mime

1 Street
I City
• FINE GUNS SINCE 1870
I
&
I County
I
•Patent applied for.
♦•Slightly higher west of the Rockies Subject Io change without notice.
i
Figure 7
Field and Stream, October 1955
■ • z S.

short, long or long rifle cartridges.
Finger safely handily located on
trigger guard plate. Precision-fit
assembly of action to one-piece stock
—same as in high-priced big-game
rifles—plus Marlin side-ejection.
Priced right! Only $48.75**! See it
at your Marlin dealer now (or
write us for name of dealer near
you with easy-pay plan).

I
I
Zone

1
I
I

State
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Model 721 bolt action big game rifle features new-style Remington bolt action, and new extraction principle. Caliber for cali

ber it’s stronger than env oth jr bolt action rifle »n the world. Smooth, crisp trigger.

’►72
’St*
*

Highly accurate.In 30-06,270 Win., 300 H&H Magnum calibers.

1’)35*

From
............. ■ —

■* *>'*¥»*»•

*

Model 7'12 holt action big game rifle,

300 Sav., 257 Roberts and 222 Rem. calibers. Same high-strength encased bolt

heed design, same exclusive extraction principle, same superior trigger mechanism

tAo^®V

80*

05 Model 721.

•77.9.

As low as

1* ’*

‘ I

•

■■

•

Model 760

Gamemaster” is

the only slide-action high-power rifle made. World s fastest hand-operated aciion.

Lightweight—aooul 71/: lbs. Your choice of 30-06, 270 Win., 300 Scv,, 35 Rem.
257 Roberts calibers.

gta 5^1
From

"Woodimosl.r," “Goraema.t.r* pro Sr<>. U.S. ?»•• OH. by Rom,ng,on Arm. Company. Inc.. Brldg-por. 2. Conn.uku.

’Price* subject to change without notice.
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WOODSMASTER

IS

' n d, ;/'ny a
•n powerful 30-06 caliber

MODEL 740A "STANDARD" GRADE. Hammer
le-s, •.o'tid frame, side ejection 22-inch barrel, carefully
bored and rifled for fine accuracy. Walnut stock ar.d
fcre-end. Pistol grip, extension semi-beavertail fore-end with
finger grooves. Cross-bolt safely. Rotary multiple-lug breech
bolt. Double action bars. Quickly dctcciioblc magazine
hold: 4 car.ridges,, plus one in chamber gives 5-shol ca
pacity. While rr.elol bead front sight on matted ramp. Stop,
adjustable rear ;igh». Receiver drilled and tapped for ’scope
mounts. Standard stock dimensions only. Wt.'—about 7/1
ibs. length —42’A inches. MODEL 740ADL "DE LUXE”
GRADE. Similar to above, but with checkered stock and

de luxe-type checkered fore -end, decorative grip cap,
slinq-strap swivels. Choice of standard or high comb stock.

Look at its slim streamlining . . . feel its perfect balance . . .
note the popular 30-06 caliber—and you’ll only have a hint of
what this revolutionary new autoloader can do!

Your hands never leave shooting positionloading action does all the work. Y’our sights
stay
-lighhiing-fast
autoexclusive POWER-MATIC action—gas-operated on-target—
lightest recoil in any lightweight, high-power sporting
-gives rifle.
the
Your eye never leaves its sighting plane—the barrel is non
recoiling. has fine accuracy.

Never before could you shoot so fast—so surely. And Model
740 is so light and right-fitting it actually feels like it’s part
of you. Get the new Remington “Woodsmaster’ Model 740 in your hands and see!

From

s12495

*

WX

J!

^21

MAXIMUM STRENGTH — From
heavy ordnance aunt comes the ex
clusive rotary muiliple-lvg breech
boll 'hoi insures enormous strength
with no power Io**.

Ficrure 8

.^^5r

V

n^r

LX: r\.^'"
PERFECT BALANCE makes Model
740 a |oy to handle and shoot.
Amazingly light, it weighs only
about 7/i lbs.—for lighter than
any other high.powdr autoloader!

Fi p 1 H

H

,q f-

EASY-CLEAN trigger assembly
comes out os o unit. And rhe new
■jet-type" aitolccding action is
tclf-dcanirg —with minimum mov
Ing parts!

p a m,

Q r h nho r

:

ddy-

RIMINGTON FIRE CONTROL ,

?uC!C*CHANCE MAGAZINE —
laf.ty.

* °'OpM<,,t cro»*-bo!f

and in' □adaYr'd8<”' F°‘r
loaded mOOQ\- J
:q^>
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ail trophies are fair game for a

WMCff£ST£R

The Wimbledon Cup--Since i«74 the rm -t
coveted big bore rifle trophy. Auinb-J annu
ally at National High Power Rifle matches to
the top score for 20 shots at 1000 yards. Sin.' •
the 1936 introduction of the Model 70. tnc Cup
ha« been won by a M”d’-l 70 n.-orr times tree.
I>y all other njles combined!

Tough Indian ligers — full-maned
African lions —big American bucks . . .

fair game to the standard big game

rifle of the world, the Winchester
Model 70. See why for yourself. Check
the silky-smooth bolt — look down the
TESTING NEVER STOPS
ON A MODEL 70

BUiLT FOP
RUGGED ACTION

AT HOME ON
ANY CONTINENT

/ fjEv -ry Model 70 i cln-.kid
vti.for r curat v, fun. tinning.

Fur mure ili.»n a :diooU i - -ii.-wpiri,. Model 7(1 la- ili* branny
■ i ftieth nved'-d for tough packi!.. \ Model 70 tak
fa’I-, j.uand hard kno-ks right if. stride
and deli’ ts a knockout uallop
any lini'- anywher- And lor any
■ ainv . . 'h< re .- a -election from
22 Hornet m 375 H&ll Magnum.

\\ hen y
put your -i.-ht- < n a
rampaging ti_ r v >u’v
ion.-vriy to get u‘- coud b> ki’o-v
your steady aim ’ l»i< k«-! up by
the niat< h -.-.inning i<- -uracy of a
Winchester Model 70. Availab! ■
in 10 calib-r-. ’• style* and a
choice of Mo'-ks. Sr. them ail
and select you rd Good Hunting!

J ” ;r. !

i_’h: <dignruet>i Then
coni', u proof test that
proves the strength of Win< hesler
Proof-Ste'-l with ovt tload .. After
passirsu i Model 70 earn
the
"WP,1' mark on the barrel and
receiver- -your symbol of shoot
ing safety.

ARMS

AND

the stock — open the hintf'd floor

plate — go ahead — compart any way
vou ll end up with

you want

a Model 70.
, intiOlLSTU
F KCAKMM

“I

’Here's t'n> best news! Only SI2.95
down buys the Winchester Model
70 with up to 20 months Io pay.
Prue. nthje-.t

AMMUNITION

Figure 9

prevision barrel — udmie the grace of

DIVISION
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MATHIESON
CHEMICAL
CORPORATION. NEW
----------------------------------------------- -- --
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New For 1955! Features the amazing new
Ithaca Pront Sight, Big Beavertail Forearm,

Handcheckered

Stock,

Pistol

Bottom-Ejection,

Exclusive

Gripcap,

Left-handed

safety if wanted — A whale of a lot of

gun for game or target shooting, all for

only $92.95! A really DELUXE gun, the
Ithaca Model 37 Deluxe.

The famous Model 37 Featherlight Re
peater is now only $85.95. Other models
up to $2,000.00. The only bottom-ejection

£

shotguns

on

market.

the

Protects

the

shooter and the gun. Ask your Dealer to

show you the brand new 1955

•7.

Ithaca line.

ITHACA
FRONT SIGHT
On AH 1955 Ithacas
---- ,

r

NEW MODEL
37 DELUXE!!!

-----

• - — — .. i

a.. .11! _ i

*■>■-.

<7

NEW—
I

Ithaca Front Sight!

Furnished without extra

charge on all new 1955 Ithaca Guns. First major
change in a shotgun front sight in our three-

quarters of a century of gunmaking! Scientific
light-gathering action gives glowing dot under
any

outdoor

overcast,
light, etc.

rain,

lighting

conditions,

dawn,

dusk,

fog, dark woods, snow, moon

Phenomenal

gun pointing! Improves

any man's shooting.
l*T

-

Send 10c for big
booklet on
shooting lips and
FEATHERLIGHT
information

Since 1 880

ITHACA GUN CO, Inc.
Box I, Ithaca, N. Y.

X
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Figure 10
Field and Streaj
October 1955
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Shoot todays most advanced

mington

<5

World’s first lightweight high-power autoloader,
This streamlined high-power autoloader weighs only
pounds .. ;
balances beautifully. Exclusive “Power-Matic” action softens recoil
without sacrificing light weight, lightning speed, and tremendous
power. Rotary multiple-lug breech bolt locks barrel and bolt together
for constant headspacing, maximum strength. Fires up to 5 shots as
fast as you can squeeze the trigger; extra 4-shot magazines are in-

World’s fastest hand-operated high-power rifle,

■

*<,i-

■

'AM#

Here’s the only slide-action high-power rifle made. No other handoperated big-game rifle is so fast and easy to shoot. Its rotary multiple
lug breech bolt has maximum strength for powerful sporting car
tridges. Light—7JZ pounds — smooth and trouble-free. Hammerless,
solid frame, side ejection. 5-shot capacity with quickly detachable
4-cartridge magazine Free-floating, 22-inch barrel, special bolt head
and advanced method of securing barrel to receiver contribute to the

World’s strongest bolt-action,
Caliber for caliber, the strongest bolt-action ever built! Extra-strength
design means constant headspace for cartridges, dependable shooting.
Sensational match-type trigger with crisp, lightning-fast let-off.
Polished bolt and action. Special bolt stop. 5-shot capacity. Round,
tapered barrel of selected long-wearing ordnance steel; 26 inches in
300 H & H Magnum, 24 inches in 30-06 Springfield and 270 Win.
Carefully bored and rifled for long-range accuracy. Available with
high or low comb walnut sporting stock. Step-adj us table sporting rear
•FHccj **bjccZ U change tctiAouf

FIELD & STREAM OCTOBER 1157
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big»gcime rifles-

Engineered a Lifetime Ahead
G $149^

De Luxe'
shown
4

''Standard" Grade from $134.50*

New Remington "'Woodsmaster" Model 740
stantly interchangeable. The free-floating, non-recoiling
barrel gives superb accuracy—shot after shot. White metal
bead front sight on matted ramp. Step-adjustable sporting
rear sight. Receiver drilled and tapped for ’scope mounts.
Cross-bolt safety. Length over all: 42)4 inches. Calibers:
244 .Remington, 280 Remington, 30-06 Springfield, 308 Win.

i MnaasHC4: r —■ -:

:=r

*129-

"De Luxe" Gradei
shown

"Standard" Grade from $112.45*

Naw Remington "Gamemaster" Model 760
“Gamemaster’s’’ high degree of accuracy. Ramp-type front
sight, improved semi-buckhorn-type rear sight. Receiver
drilled and tapped for ’scope mounts. Semi-beavertail
fore-end. Length over all: 42)X inches. Calibers: 222 Rem
ington, 244 Remington, 257 Roberts, 270 Win., 30-06
Springfield, 300 Sav., 308 Win., 35 Remington.

I

F’.-^Ir ix'-. :

:?a»dsEW£S2C!hl£:*fS*jMrtt!•
"De Luxe" Grade
shown

Standard" Grade from $95.25*

Remington Model 721
sight. Receiver drilled and tapped for ’scope mounts and
standard micrometer receiver sights. Length over all: in
270 and 30-06 — 45)<f inches, in 300 H & H Magnum—46)4
inches. Weight: in 270 and 30-06 about 8 pounds, in 300
H & H Magnum about 8)4 pounds. Calibers: 270 Win.,
30-06 Springfield, 300 H & H Magnum. Model 722, similar
to above in 222 Remington, 244 Remington, 257 Roberts,
300 Sav., 308 Win. calibers.
“WoodsmBBtcr.•, “Power-Matte.” “Gainomaster,” •'KIcanbore”

FIELD & STREAM OCTOBER 1957

Get ready for an exciting experience when you go hunt
ing with a modem Remington big-game rifle. You’re
master of a firearm so advanced in design it will be
ahead for a lifetime. And the advances are basic—in
accuracy, shooting ease, strength and dependability!
• MORE ACCURATE—Target shooters have long con
sidered star gauging a test for exceptional accuracy of
boring and rifling. But Remington guns are so accu
rately bored and rifled that Remington engineers had to
develop a special air gauge to measure variations. It
makes star-gauge measurement look coarse by com
parison. That’s why you can take a Remington center
fire rifle right off the dealer’s shelf and be sure of accu
racy attainable only in custom-made guns a few years
ago. Your Remington is a lifetime ahead in accuracy.

o EASIER SHOOTING — The smoother-working, preci
sion trigger mechanism of the Model 721 makes accurate
shooting easier. But so does the remarkably light recoil
of the new Model 740 “ Woodsmaster” autoloader—
and the effortless either-hand operation of the Model
760 slide-action. And all three guns are lightweight,
easier to carry on the trail. If you’ve ever shouldered
a 9)/£-lb. service autoloader, you’ll be surprised that
Remington has been able to pack the same wallop in a
gun as light and easy to handle as the new Model 740
“Woodsmaster” autoloading high-power rifle. Your new
Remington is a lifetime ahead in ease of shooting.
< MODERN HIGH-STRENGTH DESIGN-High-strength
steels—many of them special steels made to order in
Remington’s own metallurgical division—give the ulti
mate in material strength for the job each part has to
do. And Remington engineers have come up with better,
stronger ways of designing guns. For example, the
rotary multiple-lug breech bolt of the slide-action and
autoloader, and the world’s strongest bolt action in the
Model 721. Your new Remington is a lifetime
ahead in strength and dependability.
Plan now to go hunting with a new
Remington big-game rifle. You’ll find its
exclusive modern features make it the finest
rifle you’ve ever owned.
FOR KNOCKDOWN, KNOCKOUT POWER,

I

shoot

Remington big-game ammunition. Widest selec
tion of bullet types for all big game. Exclusive
“Kleanbore” priming that will not cause rust or
corrosion in your gun barrel. The choice of expe
rienced hunters in big-game fields throughout
the world.

Remington. <p>

4

I

R«Z- u. 3. Pat. Off. ty IteralcfftcQ Araj Company, In?., Bridgeport 2, Cass.

Figure 11
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TRADEMARK,

Modern metallurgy and ballistic science have teamed up to
turn out the finest autoloading shotgun ever built for the
upland shooter the revolutionary Model 50 Featherweight!
Weighing less than seven pounds in 12 gauge, the Model 50
Featherweight uses the same simple, trouble-free action that
changed the whole concept of autoloading design when it
was introduced in 1954 in the Standardweight version. The
superb Model 50 Featherweight gains its light weight through
the use of new, light Alumalloy for the receiver A pleasure
to carry, a natural pointer if ever there was one, the Model 50
Featherweight combines the lightness demanded by upland
gunners with longevity that rivals any all-steel gun. (jo to
youi dealer and ask to see the Model 50 Featherweight, the
perfect choice for a man or woman who wants to carry a
light gun and still shoot all loads with complete comfort.
Now available in 12 gauge.

There are many shooters who prefer a slightly heavier gun to
steady their swing, particularly for the more deliberate gun
pointing done at waterfowl. For these shooters. Winchester
provides the superb, all-steel Model 50 Standardweight, the
perfect companion to the new Featherweight. Announced in
1954. the St a nd a rd weight racked up a solid success record
under some of the toughest shooting conditions possible.
First autoloading shotgun with a fixed, non-recoiling barrel,
the Model 50 eliminated the uncomfortable ‘‘double-shuffle”
found in other autoloaders and did away with the unsight
liness and compromise previously a part of automatic shotgun
design. Now incorporating new engineering modifications, a
Model 50 Standard weight and the new 2^4" magnum shot
shells form the mo?t successful combination for wildfowl
shooting yet devised. Available in 12 gauge—20 gauge ideal
for women and younger duck hunters.

xvill

^^featherweight
I
FEATHERWEIGHT S144.9S

MODEL

I

STANDARDWEIGHT S13<1.43

companion to the famous STANGARD WEIGHT
exclusive
Winchester^
system
£

lightest
autoloader

ready for
rugged

action
Choose a Model 50 Standard or Feather
weight and you have a shotgun that dees
a job every time regardless of weather,
weedseeds or dirt. No adjustment when
changing from light tn heavy loads.

By using a fixed barrel and a floating
chamber dial moves a fraction of an inch,
Winchester sets a new high in straight-line,
friction-free extraction and reloading sys
tems. No power loss.

The new Featherweight Model 50 weighs
lc<5 than any competitive autoloader made
in this country yet has a lifetime of rugged
use built into it. It can take all you give and
still do a fast, smooth job.

■wiNc/fzsm
miracle

%

'

20% less
recoil effect

.M

metal
Tough bejonl :he most optimistic estimates
the Alumallay used for Featherweight : •
ccivcr.- far surpasses the round life of r.
ceivers used for man) shotguns of various
!ypc-> and designs now in the hands >i
sportsmen, yet effects a weight aving of
well over a pound.

WINCHESTER-WESTERN

Figure 12

DIVISION

Tl ■ uniqj> M >d«d 50 system make- r»n-:l
a -< (t. steady push rather than a j
Hie
action aLs.rbs recoil so j>»u get, by measure
ment. 20f< lv-- effect. Shoot any loa<. you
like, as long as you like, stay fast, fresh.

• OLIN

MATHIESON

CHEMICAL

start

FIREARMS

•AV
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this season
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Or. that Model 50 you want with the easy
U jiifh‘ ,tii Firearms Time Payment Plan.
Y iur dealer ha- the detail*. Standard weight
45 down*. Feat her wig! it $11.95 iown*.
Ip to 21 month* to pay’

•Prices subject to cAuige without notice.
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WORLD’S MOST POWERFUL RIFLE..,
NOW WITH WORLD’S STRONGEST ACTION
First major advance in bolt-action design
.. exclusive with Weatherby

Supreme in safety... with an action so revolutionary in design
and construction that it can safely withstand pressures never
before possible in any rifle.
New velvety smoothness in bolt operation...new design gives
modern, streamlined appearance.
Available in 257, 270, 7mm, 300, 375. 378, 460 Weatherby
Magnums and all standard calibers. Still priced from only $250.
Inspect the all-new Weatherby Mark V at your dealer’s today.
STILL MORE NEV/ FEATURES
NEW! A total of nine locking lugs.
NEW! Adjustable, crisp, precision trigger mechanism.

WHY NEW WEATHERBY BOLT-ACTION IS
WORLD'S STRONGEST

Bolt face is recessed to enclose cartridge case head.
Breech end of barrel is also recessed to receive that
part of bolt which houses case head. The result is a
complete enclosure of cartridge case head within
bolt and barrel, both of which are in turn confined
within an extremely strong receiver ring. No other
rifle in the world gives you such absolute protection.

NEW! Sinejie unit trigger assembly with convenient side
thumb safety.
NEW! Enclosed cocking piece gives positive protection against
possible flov/back of gases.
NEW! Hinged floor-plate release.

SEND FOR
"TOMORROW'S
RIFLES TODAY"
The all-new 10th
cd:t:on. 112 pages
nf valuable gun
data. Profusely il

lustrated Only 52.

(jnc.
2787 Firoitono Blvd., South Gale , California (Metropolitan Lot Angele*)
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Figure 13

The New Dual-Dial Weatherby
Imperial —today’s most perfect
scope. 2%X, 4X, 6X-2X to 7X
Variable and 23/tX to 10X Vari
able. From $69.50.
Seo your ntarost dealer —or write for FREE BOOKLET

Field and Stream,

September 1958
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New J.C.Higgins
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Automatic shotgun

A

%
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*12 DOWN ON SEARS
EASY PAYMENT PLAN

-

HI995

COMPLETE WITH RIB AND CHOKE!

New gas operation tames recoil

• £

You have to shoot it to believe it! Gas oper
ation cuts 12-gauge recoil to that of 20-gaugc
or less. You’ll get more game, too, because
smoother gas operation lets you get off
faster, more accurately aimed second and
third shots. Shoots any standard 12-gauge
shell interchangeably without adjustment.
Custom features like the adjustable compen
sating choke and ventilated rib would cost
you S40 more if installed separately.
Plain barrel model, 104.95 With rib only, 109.95

QlSSB SEARS, ROEBUCK AHO CO.

Buy ol your neorest Sears Retail Store, or

r

R

sears

order from Sears Catalog al your Catalog
Soles Office or from home.
Available in Canada ol Simpsons-Sears

Ltd. al higher prices
FREE! 1958 J. C. Higgins GUN BOOK at

any Scars Retail Store or write Sears, Roe

buck and Co., FS, Dept. 139, Chicago 7, III.

ROEBUCK AND CO.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK
97

Figure 14
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BERETTA
CONTROLLED POWER

Lighter, Stronger . .

BERETTA since 1680

YOU DESERVE A
FEATHERWEIGHT SHOTGUN

©•

ll7hen You Go Hun tin

<N

If you love to hunt, you will appreciate
the lighter recoil of a Beretta Gun. Lighter,
because it is designed better, balanced
better. If you thrill to a cican kill, you will
get rich satisfaction from the higher veloci
ties and longer range of Beretta Shotguns.
The barrels are made of finer-grain alloy
steel, polished io silky smooth surfaces.
You’ll take pride in your Beretta knowing
the sleek exterior bevaty is but a reflection
of the integrity of its Workmanship. Year
after year, you will appreciate the per
formance obtainable onh from Beretta.

Yes, since 1680 Beretta has been making
Better Guns for Experienced Sportsmen
the World over. Beretta Guns are reason
ably priced
1. BERETTA COMPANION -Single Barrel
Featherweight Folding Shotgun. Illustrated539.95
2. BERETTA SILVER HAWK - Feather
weight Double Barrel Shotgun. Illustrated—
$149.75 Others to $999.00.
3. BERETTA SILVER PIGEON-Hi-Sprcd
Featherweight Pump Shotgun Illustrated$89.95 Others to $245.00.
4. BERETTA SILVER SNIPE - Feather
weight Over and Under Shotgun. lllustrated$159.75 Others to S1OOO.OV.

© 1958

Figure 15

r/jir u’/z/j your Authorized Beretta Dealer today.

Write /or a handsome color brochure.

J.L GALEF & SON , INC. Catalog Drpt. X-2
35 Chambers Street. N. Y. 7, N. f.

Field and Stream, September 1958
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1 Molfetiths ®f o second!
The amazing unretouched photos
above—shot at two millionths of a
second, just as the 30-30 bullets were
emerging from the barrels—show
one reason why Marlin’s exclusive
Micro-Groove Rifling- moans an arcragc 20-25% increase in accuracy.
Notice I lie little cloud ahead of the
bullet on top. That’s gas, and it
‘‘leaked” around the bullet fired from
a conventional barrel. Escaping gas
can “flip” the bullet as it leaves the

barrel, greatly reducing accuracy.
Now look at the bullet at the bot
tom. There’s almost no gas ahead of
it—proof that. Micro-Groove Rifling
cuts down on gas leakage and gives
higher, more uniform muzzle veloci
ties and flatter trajectories.
Notice, loo, that with Micro
Groove Rifling there are 16 shallow
grooves in the bullet’s jacket, instead
of four to six deep ones as with con
ventional rifling. Micro-Groove

«B>

ar lira
...
> '■ k ■*

.... ..........

”i@

L-

OTHER MARLIN FIREARMS include .22 cal. lever-action, bolt-action and semi-automatic
models varmint rifles in .219 and new .22 Magnum calibers, and high-power models in bolt-action
and lever-action models, all with exclusive Marlin Micro-Groove Rifling. Also Marlin bolt-action
shotguns and America’s only over-ond-under shotgun, in all standard gauges.
-Patenl applied for
.
P'ice ’ubiect,0 cha"Ee V'ilh°Ut n°l'Cei
Guns

•

October 1959

Figure
16
3
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Marlin Firearms Company

g

S
MODEL 336 CARBINE: In cob. 30-39, .32 Spl. and
.35, also straight-grip ' Texan" model in 30-30 and .35 cals. $80.00
without scope—down payment (Marlin Pay later Plan' S8.OO.

Guns,

-------------
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21 133

3

—
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Rifling’s light grip doesn’t pile up
metal ridges that destroy balance.
And Micro-Groove Rifling makes all
Marlin rifle barrels easier to keep
clean.
Whether you gun for trophies, 10rings or tin cans, there’s a Marlin
model for you. Ask your gun dealer
to help you choose—and be sure to
sec the famous Marlin Model J36
Carbine illustrated below. It’s a real
meat-in-thc-frcezcr game-getter.

o
o
3
a
o
a

K-109

New Haven, Conn

Please send me the Marlin illustrated catalog, 2I page
Target k Ganic Record Book, plus a Home and Field
Rustopper Kit. ‘25c enclo^d for handling and mailing
NAME.
ADOStESS-

CHY.
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rewards...in pride, shooting satisfaction arid safety
An exclusive now bolt action1 —literally the world’s
strongest — permits complete enclosure of the cartridge cas
hcad within both boh and barrel. Nine locking lugs allow
lor only a 54 uplift of the boh handle — in comparison with

,f|F§

the conventional 90

New streamlined bolt sleeve

added

protection against accidental flow* back of gases latched floor-plan
release... precision adjustable trigger and new thumb-type safety ..
all make the Mark V truly “Tomorrow’s Rifle Today!”

.Available in 257. .270. 7mm. .300. 375. 37-4. .160 Weatherby Magnums
.and standard calibers. Priced from .$250.
r.i'
Pen !:’»•<
See your nearest dealer or write for FREE LITERATURE.

THE NEW DUAL DIAL WEATHERBY IMPERIAL

v

Today's most perfect scope. 23/|X. IX, GX— 2X to 7X
Variable and 23/,X to 10X Variable. A perfect companion
for any fine rifle. From $G9.50

fl
-7'

2796 Firestone Boulevard, South Gate, California
(Metropolitan Los .Angeles)

Figure 17

GUNS

SEND FOR
“TOMORROW'S
RIFLES TODAY''
The all-new
10th Edition. 110
pages of valuable
information and
ballistical data
Profusely illustiaud.
Only S2.00 postpaid.

OCTOBER 1959
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